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LATTICE FUSION RULES AND LOGARITHMIC OPERATOR PRODUCT
EXPANSIONS
A.M. GAINUTDINOV AND R. VASSEUR
Abstract. The interest in Logarithmic Conformal Field Theories (LCFTs) has been growing
over the last few years thanks to recent developments coming from various approaches. A par-
ticularly fruitful point of view consists in considering lattice models as regularizations for such
quantum field theories. The indecomposability then encountered in the representation theory of
the corresponding finite-dimensional associative algebras exactly mimics the Virasoro indecom-
posable modules expected to arise in the continuum limit. In this paper, we study in detail the
so-called Temperley-Lieb (TL) fusion functor introduced in physics by Read and Saleur [Nucl.
Phys. B 777, 316 (2007)]. Using quantum group results, we provide rigorous calculations of the
fusion of various TL modules at roots of unity cases. Our results are illustrated by many explicit
examples relevant for physics. We discuss how indecomposability arises in the “lattice” fusion
and compare the mechanisms involved with similar observations in the corresponding field the-
ory. We also discuss the physical meaning of our lattice fusion rules in terms of indecomposable
operator-product expansions of quantum fields.
1. Introduction
The study of logarithmic conformal field theories (LCFTs) through their lattice realizations
has proven to be useful in the past few years. The main features of such quantum field theories
are indeed already present when one considers non-local observables in usual statistical systems
at their critical point – such as geometrical properties of self-avoiding walks or percolation clus-
ters. The description of such observables has led to the extension of the minimal models into
non-rational theories, including observables described not only by irreducible Virasoro represen-
tations, but also by larger indecomposable, yet reducible, representations. Indecomposability
is the main feature of a logarithmic CFT. In general, it leads to non-diagonalizability of the
dilatation operator L0 and to logarithmic singularities in correlation functions.
Applications of LCFTs range from disordered systems in condensed matter physics to string
theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Two-dimensional geometrical problems such as percolation or self-
avoiding walks provide probably the most natural examples of LCFTs with central charge c =
0. More interestingly maybe, LCFTs are expected to appear in disordered critical points [1,
2]. In particular, critical points of non-interacting fermions in 2+1 dimensions are believed
to be described by logarithmic c = 0 theories. This is the case for example in the transition
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between plateaux in the Integer Quantum Hall Effect (see e.g. [3]) or in its cousin, related to
the percolation problem, the Spin Quantum Hall Effect [4]. Another example of interesting
disordered critical point is provided by the random-bond Ising model at the Nishimori point,
whose underlying CFT is still unknown (see e.g. [5] and references therein). In the modern
language of random non-interacting fermionic systems, this problem is closely related to the so-
called class D of symmetry, with broken time reversal and no spin-rotation symmetry [8]. On a
very different matter, 2D super-symmetric sigma models (on compact Kahler manifolds) beyond
the topological sector and 4D gauge theories [6] provide other interesting physical applications
of LCFTs. LCFTs probably also play an important role in the AdS/CFT correspondence, as
they describe massless limit of non-linear sigma models with non-compact target spaces (see
e.g. [7]). Besides concrete physical applications, LCFTs attracted recently considerable interest
in the mathematics community [9, 10, 11] as well.
A fundamental question about LCFTs is to determine the operator product expansions (OPEs)
of their quantum fields. Thanks to the conformal symmetry, the OPEs are essentially determined
by the fusion rules for the corresponding modules over the Virasoro algebra. Mainly, two different
direct lines of attack have been pursued to tackle the problem of computing fusion rules. The first
one, which is probably the most straightforward, uses the the so-called Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch
(NGK) algorithm [12, 13] based on ‘geometrical’ comultiplication for Virasoro generators [14].
This approach was applied to many (chiral) LCFTs like percolation with success [15, 16, 17]. The
usual output of the repeated fusion consists in staggered modules [18] which are indecomposable
Virasoro modules with a diamond-shape subquotient structure and non-diagonalizable action
of the L0 generator. The systematic study of these staggered modules was achieved recently
in [19]. The second approach is to consider lattice regularizations of LCFTs using 2D statistical
systems [20, 21, 22] or 1+1D quantum spin chains [23, 24] at their critical point. This is strongly
motivated by the known regularization of the stress-energy tensor in terms of Temperley-Lieb
(TL) algebra generators [25]. This “lattice” approach also relies on the similarity between the
representation theory of the associative algebras on the lattice side and that of the Virasoro
algebra in the continuum. As it turns out, the structure of the projective TL modules mimics
exactly that of some staggered modules over Virasoro. To be more precise, one can construct
an inductive system of categories of TL modules with terms labeled by the number of sites in
the spin-chain, the inductive limit then belongs to the category of Virasoro modules. The study
of such “lattice” algebras then allows to understand the complicated structure of the continuum
limit. This was partially done in [23, 24] and independently, with less emphasize on algebraic
aspects, in the work [20]. Using quantum-group considerations, the authors of [23, 24] were able
to obtain several fusion rules for the projective TL modules. Meanwhile, many consistent fusion
rules were conjectured using both lattice considerations [26, 27] and their combination with the
NGK algorithm [28]. Both approaches yield a consistent picture of chiral LCFTs. However, to
the best of our knowledge there is lack of a clear, well-defined framework to compute fusion from
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lattice models in a systematic and effective way, without relying on the somewhat cumbersome
NGK algorithm.
In this paper, we consider 1+1D quantum spin chains with Heisenberg nearest-neighbor in-
teraction given by TL generators. Such systems admit a large symmetry (or TL centralizing)
algebra given by a representation of the quantum group Uqsℓ(2) [29]. This provides the well-
known quantum version of the classical Schur–Weyl duality between the symmetric group action
and its centralizer SU(2). We revisit and generalize the fusion procedure suggested in [23, 24]
using recent results on quantum groups [30, 31] at roots of unity cases. We obtain rigorously the
fusion rules for standard, irreducible, and projective modules over the Temperley-Lieb algebra
at any root of unity. These results are also supported by very simple lattice calculations on
a few sites. Using these exact lattice results, we conjecture general fusion rules for Virasoro
modules and interpret them physically in terms of the fields that appear in the continuum limit
of our lattice models. Interestingly, these fusion calculations parallel a well known approach
that consists in considering LCFTs as limits of ordinary, non-logarithmic, CFTs [32, 33, 34, 35]
(see also [1] for a similar discussion in the language of replicas). Within this approach, loga-
rithms and indecomposability arise to compensate for divergent terms in OPEs as one goes to
logarithmic (or critical) points. We note that the existence and uniqueness of logarithmic OPEs
(including the associativity condition) were actually stated, as a theorem, in the fundamental
serie of papers [9]. We believe our lattice description of fusion provides a very natural lattice
regularization of such indecomposable (logarithmic) OPEs.
It is worthwhile to mention that there is another, though more abstract and less straightfor-
ward, approach to compute fusion rules for modules over Virasoro (and its extended cousins like
triplet W-algebras and affine Lie algebras) based on the so-called Kazhdan–Lusztig (KL) corre-
spondence. The paradigm here is coming from a belief that to any vertex-operator algebra, one
can associate a quantum group with an “equivalent” representation theory including fusion rules
data. A first example of such an equivalence was established between affine ŝℓ(2) at a negative
integer level and a quantum group at a root of unity case [36]. While in rational CFTs there
are also strong connections between fusion rules and braiding structures for quantum-group and
Virasoro modules [37], similar correspondences were also observed in the context of affine ŝℓ(2)
modules with positive integer level [38]. In the logarithmic cases, examples of KL correspon-
dences were also established in the triplet W-algebra context [39, 40, 41] and in the Virasoro
context [30]. Here, the construction of corresponding quantum groups is based on the screening
charges in a free-field realization and the quantum groups are identified with full symmetry alge-
bras (centralizers) of the chiral algebras. This approach is probably less straightforward than the
other two mentioned above (see nevertheless recent successes [42, 43] clarifying this direction)
but it shares strong similarities with the lattice approach here and in [23, 24] where the main
computational tool relies on the centralizer concept as well, i.e., is provided by the quantum
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version of the Schur–Weyl duality. We thus believe that our paper is a further step towards the
understanding the KL correspondences.
The plan of our paper is as follows. We begin with a general preliminary Sec. 2, in which
we introduce the fundamental object, called fusion functor, that we shall study throughout this
paper. We will expose our general strategy in this first section by working out a few simple
examples to illustrate our methods. Sec. 3 contains technical details about the representation
theory of the TL algebra and its centralizer algebra, the quantum group Uqsℓ(2). These consid-
erations will be used in Sec. 4 to obtain rigorously general fusion rules for the TL algebra. We
then illustrate those results through very simple lattice calculations, chosen for their relevance
to physics. The reader not interested in mathematical details may skip Sec. 3 and jump directly
to the fusion results of Sec. 4. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings in terms of
indecomposable OPEs in Sec. 5. We will mainly focus on (p, p+1) and (1, p) theories for physical
purposes, although our results could apply to any (p, p′) theory, by choosing appropriate (non-
primitive) root of unity value for the q parameter in the quantum group. Because we restrict our
study to the case of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, our results will apply only to Virasoro modules
with conformal weights lying in the first row of the infinite Kac table (for an analog continuum
construction, see [16, 17]).
1.1. Notations. For convenience, we collect here some notations that we shall use throughout
this paper:
– TLq,N Temperley-Lieb algebra on N sites with loop fugacity q+ q
−1,
– V(p′, p) Virasoro algebra with central charge cp′,p,
– Xj irreducible module over TLq,N ,
– Sj standard module over TLq,N ,
– Pj projective module over TLq,N ,
– Vh Verma module over the Virasoro algebra with conformal weight h,
– Xj = X1,1+2j irreducible module over the Virasoro algebra with conformal weight h1,1+2j ,
– Kj = K1,1+2j Kac module over the Virasoro algebra with conformal weight h1,1+2j ,
– Pj = P1,1+2j staggered Virasoro module with conformal weight h1,1+2j .
2. XXZ spin chain, Temperley–Lieb algebra and fusion functor
Let us begin with a preliminary section in order to explain our general strategy on a few
simple examples, general results and more technical details will be given in the rest of the paper.
We introduce in Sec. 2.1 notations that we will use in the paper and we recall some well-known
results about the XXZ spin chain as a representation of the Temperley-Lieb (TL) algebra. In
Sec. 2.2 and 2.3, we introduce the concept of fusion of two TL modules and illustrate it with a
few explicit calculations. To conclude this first section, we describe in Sec. 2.4 the corresponding
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construction in the continuum limit and discuss how our lattice construction in the logarithmic
case somewhat parallels the well-known “catastrophes” encountered when considering operator
product expansions.
2.1. XXZ spin chain and loop models. Our strategy will be to study finite quantum 1D
lattice models whose continuum limits are described by LCFTs. The idea of doing so probably
goes back to [24], who studied the structure of XXZ spin chains and supersymmetric models [46]
on the lattice. To fix ideas, we shall focus here on a Uqsℓ(2)-invariant open XXZ spin chain [29]
of length N = 2L, which is essentially the XXZ spin-12 chain with additional boundary terms
(2.1) H =
1
2
N−1∑
i=1
(
σxi σ
x
i+1 + σ
y
i σ
y
i+1 +
q+ q−1
2
σzi σ
z
i+1
)
+
q− q−1
4
(σz1 − σzN ) ,
with Hilbert space HN = (C2)⊗N . This Hamiltonian can be rewritten (up to a constant term)
as H = −∑N−1i=1 ei with the densities
(2.2) ei =
q+ q−1
4
− 1
2
(
σxi σ
x
i+1 + σ
y
i σ
y
i+1 +
q+ q−1
2
σzi σ
z
i+1
)
− q− q
−1
4
(
σzi − σzi+1
)
.
Straightforward calculations show that this operator satisfy the relations of the so-called Temperley-
Lieb (TL) algebra TLq,N
[ei, ej ] = 0 (|i− j| > 2)(2.3a)
e2i = δei(2.3b)
eiei±1ei = ei(2.3c)
with
(2.4) δ = q+ q−1.
This algebra is best understood diagrammatically [47]. Introducing the notation
ei = . . .
i i+1
. . . ,
the equations (2.3) can now be interpreted geometrically, the composition law corresponding to
stacking the diagrams of the ei’s where it is assumed that every closed loop carries a weight δ –
the fugacity of a loop. Within this geometrical setup, the algebra TLq,N itself can be thought
of as an algebra of diagrams. It is well known [47, 48] that when q is generic, i.e. not a root of
unity, the TL representation theory is semi-simple. For a (half-)integer 06 j6N/2, we define a
standard module Sj[N ], which is irreducible for q generic, as the span of link diagrams with 2j
through-lines (also called “strings”) which are not allowed to be contracted by the Temperley-
Lieb generators. The action of the generators on these modules is again interpreted as stacking
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the various diagrams. The dimension of the standard modules does not depend on q and can be
easily computed within this geometrical setup
(2.5) dim(Sj [N ]) ≡ dj =
(
N
N/2 + j
)
−
(
N
N/2 + j + 1
)
, and we set dj = 0 for 2j > N.
Note that j must be half integer when N is odd. For N = 4 for instance, there are four standard
modules S2[4] = { }, S1[4] = { , , }, and S0[4] = { , }. To be fully
explicit, let us give a few examples of the action of the TL generators on S1[4]: e2 = δ ,
e2 = , and e3 = 0.
When q is generic, the Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian densities (2.2) nicely decomposes onto
the standard modules of TLq,N
(2.6) HN |TLq,N ∼=
N/2⊕
j=(N mod 2)/2
(2j + 1)Sj[N ],
where the degeneracies 2j+1 correspond to the dimension of the so-called Weyl modules (which
are also generically irreducible) over the centralizer of TLq,N , which is a finite-dimensional ho-
momorphic image of the quantum group Uqsℓ(2) called the q-Schur algebra. Recall that for an
associative algebra A and its representation space H, the centralizer of A is the algebra ZA of
all commuting operators [ZA, A] = 0, i.e., the centralizer is defined as the algebra of intertwiners
ZA = EndA(H). The centralizer of a fully reducible representation, like the one in (2.6), is
obviously a semi-simple algebra because its action on multiplicities is fully reducible as well. We
can thus consider the space HN as a semi-simple bi-module over the pair of commuting algebras
denoted by the exterior1 tensor product TLq,N ⊠ Uqsℓ(2)
(2.7) HN |TLq,N⊠Uqsℓ(2) ∼=
N/2⊕
j=(N mod 2)/2
Sj[N ]⊠Wj ,
where the first algebra which is TLq,N acts on the left tensorands Sj[N ], while the second
algebra which is Uqsℓ(2) acts on the right components which are Weyl modules of dimension
2j + 1 denoted by Wj, and these Uqsℓ(2)-modules do not depend on N . We finally note that
the decomposition (2.7) is usually referred to as the quantum version of the classical Schur–Weyl
duality between the symmetric group action and its centralizer Usℓ(2).
Things become more intricate when q is a root of unity, which corresponds to most of the
physically relevant cases. We shall denote q = eiπ/p in this case, and we will use the following
denomination, borrowed from the Potts model terminology, for the several physically relevant
cases: dense polymers (p = 2), percolation (p = 3), Ising model (p = 4), etc. In these cases, the
1The exterior product of two algebras is the usual tensor product over complex numbers. We use the symbol ⊠
in order not to overload the paper with the usual notation ⊗.
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algebra TLq,N is non-semisimple and the decomposition (2.6) is no longer true. A full analysis
of the structure of the XXZ spin-chain at all (primitive) roots of unity will be given below in
Sec. 3.
2.2. Temperley-Lieb fusion rules. We now describe a procedure allowing to compute fusion
rules on the lattice [23, 24]. Our approach relies on the so-called induction functor which asso-
ciates with any pair of modules over the algebras TLq,N1 and TLq,N2 a module over the bigger
algebra TLq,N1+N2 .
Let us start by giving a formal definition. Let M1 and M2 be two modules over TLq,N1 and
TLq,N2 respectively, with the same fugacity δ. Then, the tensor product M1 ⊗M2 is a module
over the product TLq,N1 ⊗ TLq,N2 of the two algebras. We note that this product of algebras
is naturally a subalgebra in TLq,N1+N2 . The fusion functor ×f on two modules M1 and M2 is
then defined as the module induced from this subalgebra, i.e.
(2.8) M1 ×f M2 = TLq,N1+N2 ⊗TLq,N1⊗TLq,N2 M1 ⊗M2,
where the balanced product ⊗A (of right and left modules) over an algebra A is defined as a
quotient of the usual tensor product by the relations v1 ⊳ a ⊗ v2 = v1 ⊗ a ⊲ v2 for all a ∈ A,
where the left and right actions of A are denoted by ⊲ and ⊳, respectively. In other words, we
simply allow any element from A to pass through the tensor-product symbol from right to left
and vice versa. In our context, the algebra A is TLq,N1⊗TLq,N2 and we consider TLq,N1+N2 as a
bimodule over itself, with the left and right actions given by the multiplication, and in particular
it is a right module over the subalgebra A. The space M1 ×f M2 in (2.8) is then a left module
over TLq,N1+N2 .
In all that follows, we will consider families of modules that can be defined for any N , so we
will note M1[N1] and M2[N2], the modules M1 and M2 being for example the standard modules
Sj. We will show in the following (in Sec. 4.1) that the fusion module M1[N1]×fM2[N2] depends
only on N = N1 + N2, up to an isomorphism. For any pair of left modules M1 and M2 over
TLq,N1 and TLq,N2 and for any choice of N1 and N2 such that N1+N2 = N , we shall call fusion
rules the decomposition of the induced module (into indecomposable direct summands) defined
by the fusion functor.
As we shall see shortly, it turns out that the fusion rules are stable when N is growing, and
thus persist in the “thermodynamic limit” N → ∞. The fusion functor acting on a pair of
standard TL modules is of most physical interest, as it will turn out to have a deep connection
with the operator product expansions of primary fields in the corresponding conformal field
theory. A large part of our paper is devoted to the computation of various fusions rules for the
Temperley-Lieb algebra at q root of unity.
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Actually, several examples of fusion rules can be easily inferred from very simple calculations.
We will denote the generators of the algebra TLq,N1⊗TLq,N2 by ej , with 16 j6N1−1 and N1+
16 j6N1 +N2 − 1, in accordance with the natural embedding of this product into TLq,N1+N2 .
Let us begin with two almost trivial examples to illustrate the calculation of fusion rules.
2.2.1. Example I. The fusion S0[2]×f S1[2] results in a three-dimensional TLq,4-module with
the basis
(2.9) S0[2]×f S1[2] = 〈 ⊗ , e2 ⊗ , e3e2 ⊗ 〉
It is easy to convince oneself that these states are the only ones allowed, because of the relation
e1e2 ⊗ = δ−1e1e2e1 ⊗ = δ−1e1 ⊗ = ⊗ , which follows from the relation on 2
sites = δ−1e1 . So for example, we have e1e3e2 ⊗ = 0. The module defined in (2.9) is
(isomorphic to) S1[4], we thus denote S0[2] ×f S1[2] = S1[4]. A similar calculation shows that
S0[2] “acts” by ×f on S0[2] also as the identity S0[2]×f S0[2] = S0[4].
2.2.2. Example II. Next, we consider the fusion S0[4] ×f S1[2] in the case q = eiπ/3 (p = 3,
percolation), where S0[4] has the basis {a = , b = − }, which results in a nine-
dimensional TLq,6-module with the basis
(2.10) S0[4]×f S1[2] = 〈 a⊗ , b⊗ , e4a⊗ , e4b⊗ , e3e4b⊗ ,
e5e4b⊗ , e5e4a⊗ , e5e3e4b⊗ , e4e5e3e4b⊗ 〉.
Note that we have the following relations
e3e4a⊗ = a⊗ , e2e3e4b⊗ = e2e3e4(a− e2a)⊗ = (a− b)⊗ − e4(a− b)⊗ ,
among other simple consequences following from them. It is easy to check that the module defined
in (2.10) is S1[6]. This shows that S0[4] acts again as the identity for the fusion product, even
for p = 3 where it is an indecomposable module with the following subquotient structure X0 →
X2 = 〈a〉 → 〈b〉 where Xj denotes the irreducible module over TLq,N which is in the top of Sj[N ]
by definition, and the arrow represents the action of the TL algebra. The general subquotient
structure of the standard modules and other details about the non-generic representation theory
of the TL algebra will be given in Sec. 3.4.
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When q is not a root of unity, it is quite easy to convince oneself that the fusion rules for the
TL standard modules follow a simple sℓ(2) spin addition rule2
(2.11) Sj1[N1]×f Sj2 [N2] =
j1+j2⊕
j=|j1−j2|
Sj[N1 +N2],
for 2j16N1 and 2j26N2. This relation to sℓ(2) is not a coincidence and will actually be crucial
to derive general formulas in non-generic situations. For now, we just note that (2.11) is just a
particular case of the general relations that we will derive in Sec. 4.
2.3. A simple example of indecomposable fusion. We now turn to a more interesting
example, but also slightly more involved, where the fusion yields indecomposable modules that
consist of a gluing of two standard modules. These indecomposable modules are called projective
modules and will be described in details in Sec. 3.4. We will discuss how the Hamiltonian
H = −∑i ei becomes non-diagonalizable in this case, a property that arises in the resolution of
a “catastrophe” when taking the limit from a generic value of q or δ to a critical value.
Let us consider the fusion S1[2] ×f S1[2], where S1[2] has the basis { } with e1 = 0. The
induction results in a six-dimensional TLq,4-module with the basis
(2.12) S1[2]×f S1[2] = 〈 l, e2l, e1e2l, e3e2l, e1e3e2l, e2e1e3e2l 〉,
with l = ⊗ . This module is decomposed for q generic as
(2.13) S1[2]×f S1[2] = S0[4]⊕ S1[4]⊕ S2[4],
where the two-dimensional invariant subspace S0[4] is spanned by e1e3e2l and e2e1e3e2l which
may be identified with the link states and , respectively. Meanwhile, the invariant one-
dimensional subspace S2[4] is spanned, after solving a simple system of linear equations, by
(2.14) inv(δ) = l +
1
δ2 − 2
(
e1e2l + e3e2l − δe2l + 1
δ2 − 1 (e2e1e3e2l − δe1e3e2l)
)
,
with ej inv(δ) = 0, for j = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, three remaining linearly independent states con-
tribute to the three-dimensional irreducible direct summand isomorphic to S1[4] because the
algebra is semisimple for generic q.
Note that the fusion states can be identified with link states in the following way: l = ,
e2l = , e1e2l = , e3e2l = , e1e3e2l = , and e2e1e3e2l = . Note that we use
colors to keep track of the original algebras and their modules, red through-lines correspond to
the left S1[2] in S1[2] ×f S1[2] while the blue ones correspond to the right S1[2]. We only keep
2A direct argument is given by considering a filtration of the induced module Sj1 [N1 = 2j1]×f Sj2 [N2 = 2j2]
by the subspaces indexed by the number j of through-lines which obviously takes integer values from |j1 − j2|
up to j1 + j2. This is demonstrated in the next example. Then, using a semi-simplicity argument we deduce the
direct sum decomposition. For other values of N1 and N2, the decomposition can be proven in a similar way.
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these colors for convenience but these are not really necessary as we can always split the through
lines into two halves (the number of through lines is even in this case) and assign the red color to
the leftmost ones while the other lines should be blue. One can then compute the action of the
Temperley-Lieb generators on these states using the usual TL rules with a slight modification:
when a Temperley-Lieb generator acts on two through lines with two different colors, it comes
with a weight 1 instead of 0. In other words, one can fuse a red trough-line with a blue one with
weight 1. For example, one has e2 = while e1 = 0. With these rules in hand, the
calculations become easy and can be done geometrically, we shall use these notations as they are
less cumbersome.
We see that the submodules S0[4] and S1[4] (or their basis elements) have a well-defined limit
δ → 1 (p = 3, percolation) while the invariant inv(δ) spanning S2[4] is not defined at the limit –
the state in (2.14) has a diverging term at δ → 1 or δ → √2 – or in other words the system of
linear equations
(2.15) ej
(
+ a + b + c + d + e
)
= 0, with j = 1, 2, 3,
has no solutions at p = 3, 4, with the normalization chosen such that the coefficient in front of
equals 1. On the other hand, we observe that a new invariant appears when p = 3 in the
submodule S0[4] ⊂ S1[2] ×f S1[2], it generates a proper one-dimensional submodule isomorphic
to S2[4] spanned by the difference − . Note that in principle, S0[4] might not be a direct
summand anymore in the decomposition of S1[2]×f S1[2] when p = 3, actually, we will see that
this module is glued into a bigger indecomposable module.
The divergence observed above indicates that we should prepare our basis before taking the
limit in order to eliminate the “δ → 1 catastrophe” in (2.14). Indeed, the divergence in
δ → 1 can be resolved by taking an appropriate combination of inv(δ) with a state that has
the same eigenvalue (which is 0 here) with respect to the Hamiltonian H = −(e1 + e2 + e3) in
the limit δ = 1. We thus need first to diagonalize H on the submodule S0[4] which contains
such a state in the limit – the one spanning the one-dimensional submodule S2[4] in S0[4] at
δ = 1. A simple calculation shows that the two eigenvectors are v± = + a± with the
eigenvalues h±(δ) = −3δ±
√
8+δ2
2 and a± = −h±(δ)− δ. The state v+ corresponds to the vacuum
(groundstate) with eigenvalue h+ → −3 while the state v− gives the next-to-vacuum excitation
(the “stress energy tensor” in the CFT language) with (yet non-shifted) eigenvalue h− → 0 in
the limit. Therefore, we should consider the state v− and combine it with the ill-defined inv(δ).
Moreover, we note that the limit v−
δ→1−−−→ − coincides with the (limit of the) “excitation”
(e2e1e3e2l− δe1e3e2l) in front of the diverging part of inv(δ) in (2.14). This observation suggests
us to resolve the catastrophe by taking the combination
(2.16) t(δ) = inv(δ) − 1
(δ2 − 2)(δ2 − 1)
(
e2e1e3e2l + a−e1e3e2l
)
,
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where a− = δ/2−
√
2 + (δ/2)2. Now, the state t(δ) is well-defined and the divergence is resolved
in the state
t(δ) = +
1
δ2 − 2
(
+ − δ + h−
δ2 − 1
)
= +
1
δ2 − 2
(
+ − δ − 4
3δ +
√
8 + δ2
)
(2.17)
with the limit
(2.18) t ≡ t(1) = − − + + 2
3
.
Borrowing the terminology of LCFT, we say that the state t from (2.18) is the “logarithmic
partner” of the “stress-energy tensor” T = - . Indeed, we find a Jordan cell between
these two states3
(2.19) Ht =
2
3
T.
We will also say that T is the “descendant” of the vacuum state |vac〉 = + 2 as the
standard module S0 has the following indecomposable structure at δ = 1: S0 = |vac〉 → T where
we recall that the arrow corresponds to the action of the TL algebra.
We see that the standard modules S0[4] and S2[4] arising in the generic fusion rules are “glued”
together at δ = 1 into a bigger indecomposable module with the TL action given by the diagram
t → |vac〉 → T . The subquotient structure of this module reads X2 → X0 → X2, where each
subquotient is one-dimensional and we recall that Xj denotes the irreducible top of Sj[N ]. This
module is the first example we encounter of the so-called projective modules over the TL algebra.
We shall denote it P2[4]. Finally, the fusion rules at δ = 1 reads
(2.20) S1[2]×f S1[2] = S1[4] ⊕ P2[4], for p = 3.
The case for p = 4 can be analyzed in a similar way, the only difference being that in that
case S0[4] is irreducible in the limit and now the standard modules S1[4] and S2[4] arising in
the generic fusion are “glued” together at δ =
√
2 into a bigger indecomposable which has the
different subquotient structure X2 → X1 → X2 (see more details in Sec. 4.2.1).
Several remarks are in order:
• First of all, it is worth pointing out that the fusion (2.20) has the same filtration by
standard modules Sj as in (2.13). This is actually true for any N1 and N2. The only
crucial thing that happens when q is a root of unity is that the terms of the filtration are
composed in different ways – somehow to get a maximal number of bigger indecomposable
projective modules in the fusion.
3In this equation, one should of course appropriately shift the Hamiltonian by the Dirac sea contribution in
order to have a non-trivial diagonal action corresponding to the equation Ht = 2t+ T familiar in LCFT.
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• We have seen that the Hamiltonian H = −∑i ei at δ = 1 has a Jordan cell mapping
the top of the projective module P2[4] to its socle. This is actually a well-known fact
in TL representation theory4 that the particular TL combination
∑
i ei becomes non-
diagonalizable when evaluated onto indecomposable projective modules of this form.
Note that the percolation problem (that corresponds to δ = 1) naturally yields Jordan
cells and indecomposable modules in the fusion process, this contrasts with specific geo-
metrical formulations that may or may not show Jordan cells depending on the precise
formulation of the models [49, 50, 35].
• The reader may have noticed the similarity between our approach to lattice fusion (based
on the work of Read and Saleur [23, 24]) and the integrable boundary conditions used by
Pearce-Rasmussen-Zuber (see e.g. [20, 26, 27]). We feel that it is necessary to clarify the
link between these two approaches as they actually correspond to the very same thing.
It is indeed not hard to see that our previous computation of the fusion/induction, where
we refered to through-lines of two different colors, corresponds exactly to the so-called
(1, s) boundary conditions used in [20] (in the case we considered, to (1, 2) conditions on
both sides of a strip). However, we believe that the algebraic methods we use provide a
much more powerful tool as they allow us to obtain exact and rigorous results. We will
show in the following how one can derive many exact fusion rules for simple, standard and
projective modules over the TL algebra using quantum groups results only. Finally, we
also claim that other boundary conditions (r, s) could be described by appropriate fusion
functors associated with boundary extensions of the TL algebra such as the so-called
blob algebra [22]. This will be discussed elsewhere.
2.4. Scaling limit and Virasoro fusion rules. We finish this preliminary section by men-
tioning the analogous construction in the continuum limit (boundary) CFT. It is not clear how
the continuum limit can be taken in a mathematically rigorous way for any q, but roughly speak-
ing, we take the eigenvectors of H in the spin-chain that have low-energy eigenvalues only, and
we expect that the inner products among these vectors can be made to tend to some limits.
Further, if we focus on long wavelength Fourier components of the set of local generators ej, we
expect their limits to exist, and their commutation relations to tend to those of the Virasoro
generators Ln (it was shown explicitly for free fermion systems, for the Ising chain in [25] and for
the XX model in [51]), in the sense of strong convergence of operators in this basis of low-energy
eigenvectors. Then, the modules over the TL algebra restricted to the low-energy states become,
now in the scaling limit5, modules over the Virasoro algebra at appropriate central charge.
4Although to the best of our knowledge, there is still no proof of this statement.
5The two notions – continuum and scaling limits – are essentially the same and below we will mostly use the
more algebraic one which is the scaling limit, see also a similar discussion in [51].
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τ
x =⇒
Scaling
Limit
Φj1 Φj2
Φj1 ×f Φj2
TL2j1 ⊗ TL2j2
TL2(j1+j2)
Figure 1. Physical interpretation of the fusion functor of two standard TL mod-
ules Sj1 [N1] and Sj2 [N2] (in the picture, N1 = 2j1 and N2 = 2j2 so that both
standard modules are one-dimensional). The induction procedure can be seen as
an event in imaginary time τ , consisting in “joining” the two standard modules
by acting with an additional TL generator. In the scaling limit, we expect this
construction to coincide with the usual fusion procedure or OPE of boundary
fields, here Φj1 and Φj2 , living in the corresponding Virasoro modules.
It was argued [23, 24], in a rather heuristic way, that the lattice fusion operation we just
described corresponds to the fusion of quantum fields (or corresponding Virasoro modules) in the
continuum limit. The idea is to consider the induction process as an event in (imaginary) time τ .
This event corresponds to joining two “spin chains”, or rather their strips in the continuum limit,
each one carrying a representation of the TL algebra that will eventually become representations
of the group of conformal transformations in the interior of the strips, after exponentiating the
Virasoro algebra in the continuum limit. Because of the additional TL generator that will join
the two spin chains, or any pair of TL modules, one expects a single copy of the conformal
group to emerge, which contains the tensor product of the conformal groups associated with the
two initial strips. Therefore, the induction process over the Temperley-Lieb algebra corresponds
in the continuum limit to the induction over the group of conformal transformations in the
corresponding regions. Time evolution is then implemented by acting with the full transfer
matrix containing the additional generator – or equivalently in the strong anisotropy limit by
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the Hamiltonian H = −∑i ei. The transfer matrix6 T = ∏i odd(1 + ei)∏i even(1 + ei) is then
conveniently represented in terms of plaquettes (face operators)
1 + ei = = +
As τ →∞, we expect to obtain out-states in the fusion of the two initial representations. From
a geometrical point of view, the joining in time of the two spin-chains (strips) is conveniently
represented by a “slit-strip”. A cartoon representation of this argument is given in Fig. 1. We
believe that a rigorous algebraic-geometry approach to fusion rules, like the one in [53] where
fusion is also based on induced modules, should be useful to clarify these heuristic arguments.
Note finally that the slit-strip can be mapped by a Schwarz–Christoffel transformation [52]
onto the upper half plane, where both sides and the slit of the strip are mapped onto the real
line. Then, the incoming and outcoming states correspond to fields localized at points on the
boundary of the half plane. One can then recover the usual interpretation of the fusion as OPE
of the boundary fields. When q is generic, it is easy to check this process indeed yields the fusion
rules expected by the Uqsℓ(2) symmetry. When q is a root of unity, we still have to identify
the fields corresponding to the (limits of the) different modules over TL in the fusion (standard,
projective, irreducible, etc). We shall come back to this question later.
To understand the connection with the Virasoro modules in more details, we describe shortly
what happens to the lattice fusion rules when one considers the scaling limit N1 → ∞ and
N2 → ∞. First of all, we will show in Sec. 4 that the fusion rules are stable when the scaling
limit is taken so one can formally obtain fusion rules when N tends to ∞. The keypoint is then
to identify the TL modules considered in the fusion with Virasoro modules in the limit. As an
example, let us discuss how the TL standard modules become so-called Kac modules over the
Virasoro algebra when the scaling limit is taken [29]. For q = eiπ/p, we introduce the following
formula for the central charge
(2.21) cp−1,p = 1− 6
p(p− 1) .
The Kac formula at central charge cp−1,p reads
(2.22) hr,s =
(pr − (p− 1)s)2 − 1
4p(p − 1) .
6 We note that this transfer matrix does not generate a family of commuting conserved charges but rather can
be thought of as the operator that constructs the two-dimensional Potts model partition function for example [47].
Its strong anisotropy limit is indeed described by the quantum 1+1D Hamiltonian H = −∑i ei.
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Using Bethe ansatz and keeping only low-lying excitations, it can be then shown that the gen-
erating function of the spectrum in the module Sj[N ] has the following limit [29]
(2.23) lim
N→∞
∑
states i
q
N
2πvF
(Ei(N)−Ne∞)
= q−c/24
qh1,1+2j − qh1,−1−2j∏∞
n=1 (1− qn)
,
where vF =
π sin γ
γ (with 2 cos γ = q+q
−1 = δ) is the Fermi velocity, the central charge c = cp−1,p,
Ei(N) is the eigenvalue of the i
th (counted from the vacuum) eigenstate of H = −∑i ei, and
e∞ = limN→∞E0(N)/N , with E0(N) the groundstate energy. The expression on the right-hand
side of (2.23) coincides with the Virasoro character Tr qL0−c/24 of the Kac module with conformal
weight h1,1+2j defined as a quotient of the covering Verma module asK1,1+2j ≡ Vh1,1+2j/Vh1,−1−2j .
We use here the standard notation Vh for the Virasoro Verma module generated from the highest-
weight state of weight h [54]. We already see at the level of generating functions and characters
that we have a deep correspondence between the TL and Virasoro algebras in the scaling limit,
where the (properly rescaled) Hamiltonian H becomes the L0 generator. As was mentioned
above, it is even possible to construct other Fourier modes by taking appropriate combinations
of TL generators on the lattice that will tend (in a sense that can be made rigorous in some cases)
to other Virasoro generators Ln in the limit [25, 51]. In a similar fashion, one can argue that
the irreducible and projective TL-modules correspond respectively to irreducible and staggered
modules [18, 19] on the Virasoro side, see also Sec. 5 below for more details.
Having in mind that the standard TL modules give a sort of regularization of Kac modules over
Virasoro, we can consider the TL fusion functor construction given above as a regularization of
Operator Product Expansion (OPE) of the quantum fields in the corresponding (boundary) CFT.
The precise physical meaning in terms of quantum fields of the TL fusion rules will be discussed
in Sec. 5. We will also argue that our calculation of TL fusion by taking limits to degenerate
points corresponds precisely to a similar approach to LCFTs that consists in considering limits
of generic (non logarithmic) CFTs [32, 1, 34, 35]. OPEs of primary fields associated with Kac
modules in generic cases satisfy the fusion [44] (see also a recent proof in [45], Prop. 2.24)
(2.24) K1,1+2j1 ×f K1,1+2j2 =
j1+j2⊕
j=|j1−j2|
K1,1+2j
that corresponds exactly to the lattice formula (2.11). It may happen that OPE coefficients
(either the structure constants or the coefficients in front of the descendants) become ill-defined
when the central charge approaches a “logarithmic” value. One possibility to solve this “catas-
trophe” is to look for other fields in the OPE that will “collide” with the diverging term in order
to cancel out the divergence. This should be reminiscent of our lattice calculation of Sec. 2.3.
The general pattern leading to logarithmic singularities in OPEs is actually quite simple. Let
us assume that the OPE contains a term ǫ−1A(ǫ)z−∆(ǫ) appearing as an amplitude in front of a
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field, where A(ǫ) is a regular function in ǫ, with a finite non-zero limit as ǫ → 0. This term is
then apparently diverging when ǫ → 0. This ill-defined amplitude will typically be canceled by
another OPE contribution ǫ−1A˜(ǫ)z−∆˜(ǫ) with ∆(0) = ∆˜(0) and A(0) = A˜(0). Taking the limit
will then yield logarithms
(2.25)
1
ǫ
(
A(ǫ)
z∆(ǫ)
− A˜(ǫ)
z∆˜(ǫ)
)
−→ A(0)
(
∆˜′(0)−∆′(0)
)
z−∆(0) log z,
where ∆′(ǫ) is the derivative of the function ∆(ǫ). Detailed examples related to our lattice results
will be discussed in Sec. 5.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the general relation between the lattice, finite-dimensional,
Temperley-Lieb algebra on the one hand, and the infinite-dimensional Virasoro algebra on the
other hand, remains at its infancy. From a mathematical point of view, there is no proof of
such relation, and so our results for Virasoro fusion rules deduced from the lattice are obviously
conjectures, even though we are able to calculate rigorously our TL fusion rules. Nevertheless,
as discussed in this section, there are strong evidences in the physics literature in favor of this
relation between TL and Virasoro, and we will see in the following that the general fusion rules
that we obtain are in perfect agreement with our few explicit calculations of indecomposable
OPEs for Virasoro fields in Sec. 5. We thus believe that our paper provides yet another step
towards understanding this very intriguing connection.
3. Bimodule structure of XXZ and representation theory of TL
at any root of unity
We now come back to the lattice and show how general results can be obtained from algebraic
considerations. Our aim in this section is to describe the bimodule structure of the XXZ spin-
chain over the pair of mutual centralizers for any root of unity, thus extending the results of [24]
for p = 2, 3. We shall then discuss how one can use these results to study TL representation
theory at root of unity, the applications to the study of fusion rules for a wide family of modules
over TLq,N will be described in the next section. The reader not interested in mathematical
details may skip this section and jump directly to the fusion results of the next section.
Two crucial points [48] which we use in analyzing root of unity cases are
(1) the XXZ representation (2.2) of TLq,N is faithful and self-contragredient for any value
of the fugacity δ,
(2) at any root of unity, the centralizer of TLq,N is given by the representation of the quantum
group Uqsℓ(2) with divided powers – the so-called Lusztig quantum group [55], see its
defining relations in [30].
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Before going into details, we recall some basic facts about the representation theory of Uqsℓ(2)
in the finite-dimensional case and then use it in the decomposition of the XXZ spin-chain. We
finally describe the representation theory of the TL algebra for any root of unity.
3.1. Quantum group representation theory. Let us first recall the parametrization q =
eiπ/p in terms of p> 2 integer. We introduce the following standard notation for q-numbers and
q-factorials
[n] =
qn − q−n
q− q−1 , [n]! = [1][2] . . . [n].
We first recall some results about the Lusztig version of the quantum group Uqsℓ(2), essentially
following [30]. We will not give here defining relations, they can be found in [30], but note only
that Uqsℓ(2), as an associative algebra, can be described as a semidirect product U qsℓ(2)⋊Usℓ(2)
of the so-called restricted or ‘small’ quantum group U qsℓ(2) and the universal enveloping algebra
of the usual sℓ(2) Lie algebra. The former is a finite-dimensional algebra with the generators E,
F, and K±1 and with defining relations which are the standard relations for the quantum sℓ(2):
(3.1) KEK−1 = q2E, KFK−1 = q−2F, [E,F] = K− K
−1
q− q−1 ,
along with the additional relations
(3.2) Ep = Fp = 0, K2p = 1.
Note that the dimension of U qsℓ(2) is 2p
3. In Uqsℓ(2), the U qsℓ(2) part forms a Lie ideal –
commutators of any element from Uqsℓ(2) with an element from U qsℓ(2) belong to U qsℓ(2) –
and the sℓ(2) acts by exterior derivatives on it such that the generators E and F form a doublet
while the Cartan element K commutes with all the generators of the Usℓ(2) part. We denote in
what follows the generators of Usℓ(2) by small letters e, f, and h, as opposed to the generators
of U qsℓ(2) which are denoted by capital ones. The generators of Usℓ(2) are obtained in the limit
from generic value to a root of unity value of q as the divided powers f ∼ limq→eipi/p Fp/[p]! and
e ∼ limq→eipi/p Ep/[p]!. They satisfy the usual sℓ(2)-relations:
[h, e] = e, [h, f] = −f, [e, f] = 2h.
In order to study the decomposition of the XXZ spin-chain Hilbert space, the set of modules
over Uqsℓ(2) that we need to consider consists of irreducible modules Xs,r, for any pair of integers
16 s6 p and r> 1, their projective covers Ps,r and Weyl modules Ws,r, with 16 s6 p − 1 and
r> 1. We describe them below.
The irreducible module Xs,r can be constructed as a tensor product of s-dimensional irreducible
U qsℓ(2)-module and r-dimensional irreducible sℓ(2)-module, i.e., its dimension is sr and both
subalgebras commute on the irreducible module. This module has highest weights (−1)r−1qs−1
and r−12 with respect to K and h generators, respectively. The module Xs,r is spanned by elements
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vn,m, 06n6 s−1, 06m6 r−1, where v0,0 is the highest-weight vector and the left action of the
algebra on Xs,r is given by
Kvn,m = (−1)r−1qs−1−2nvn,m, h vn,m = 12(r − 1− 2m)vn,m,(3.3)
Evn,m = (−1)r−1[n][s− n]vn−1,m, e vn,m = m(r −m)vn,m−1,(3.4)
Fvn,m = vn+1,m, f vn,m = vn,m+1,(3.5)
where we set v−1,m = vn,−1 = vs,m = vn,r = 0.
Weyl modules over Uqsℓ(2) are obtained as limits of irreducible modules from generic value of
q to a root of unity value. It is well known [56] that as long as the dimension of these modules
does not exceed p or is divisible by p they remain irreducible, otherwise, they are no longer
irreducible. We will denote Weyl modules by Ws,r and set in what follows Ws,0 ≡ Xp−s,1. The
Weyl modules Ws,r with 16 s6 p − 1 and r> 1, which are generically irreducible modules of
dimension p(r + 1) − s, have a single proper submodule Xs,r when q is a root of unity, i.e., we
have the diagram for the action of Uqsℓ(2)
(3.6) Ws,r : Xp−s,r+1 −→ Xs,r (Weyl module).
Here and in diagrams below, arrows indicate the action of the generators – states from the source
of the arrow are mapped to states in its sink. In the diagram (3.6), the arrow corresponds to
the action of the two generators F and E such that F (resp. E) maps a state from Xp−s,r+1,
with sℓ(2)-spin projection j (with −r/26 j6 r/2), to a corresponding state in Xs,r, with sℓ(2)-
spin projection j − 12 (resp. j + 12). The subalgebra Usℓ(2) acts semisimply as it should in a
finite-dimensional module. Explicit formulas for the Uqsℓ(2)-action in a given basis can be found
in [31]7. We also introduce a notation for the module W∗s,r contragredient to the Weyl module
Ws,r, i.e. with the subquotient structure
(3.7) W∗s,r : Xs,r −→ Xp−s,r+1 (contragredient Weyl module),
where W∗s,r is the vector space of linear functions Ws,r → C.
We next recall that a projective cover of an irreducible module is a maximal (finite-dimensional,
in our case) indecomposable module that can be mapped onto the irreducible module, and onto
any indecomposable having this irreducible at its top. It was shown in [30] that the projective
7We note that translation between notations in this paper and the ones in [31] is the following: for the Weyl
modules Ws,r ↔ Ns,r, for contragredient Weyl modules W∗s,r ↔ Is,r, for irreducible modules Xs,r ↔ Xs,r, and
for projectives Ps,r ↔ Ps,r.
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covers of Xs,r which are denoted by Ps,r have the following subquotient structure:
(3.8) Xs,1
Xp−s,2
Xs,1
Xs,r
Xp−s,r−1 Xp−s,r+1
Xs,r
where r> 2 and 16 s6 p− 1. Once again, the arrows correspond to the action of the generators
F and E only, and these generators act in a similar way as in the Weyl modules above. Explicit
formulas for the Uqsℓ(2)-action in Ps,r can again be found in [31]. We note also that whenever
s = p the projective covers Pp,r = Xp,r are irreducible.
3.2. XXZ decomposition over Uqsℓ(2). We recall then that Uqsℓ(2) is a Hopf algebra and
hence has comultiplication formulas ∆ : Uqsℓ(2) → Uqsℓ(2) ⊗ Uqsℓ(2) for all its generators,
they can be found in [30]. Tensor products of any two Uqsℓ(2)-modules are thus also modules
over Uqsℓ(2). They can in particular be decomposed onto direct summands. The set of irre-
ducible modules and their projective covers described above is closed under their tensor product
decompositions. We give formulas borrowed from [31] in App. A.
As a module over Uqsℓ(2), the XXZ spin-chain HN is the N -times folded tensor product X⊗N2,1
of the fundamental representation of Uqsℓ(2). Therefore, we can use repeatedly the formula (A.1)
for tensor products of two irreducible modules in order to decompose HN for all 26N 6 p. At
N = p, for the first time a projective module appears in HN . We then use also the formula (A.2)
for tensor products of an irreducible with a projective module. From the decompositions (A.1)
and (A.2), we see first of all that the only irreducible direct summands that appear in HN are
Xs,1 with N mod 2 + 16 s6 p − 1 such that (s + N)mod 2 = 1. All other direct summands in
HN are projective covers Ps,r with r> 1 and 16 s6 p such that (p(r + 1) − s + N)mod 2 = 1
and p(r + 1)− s6N + 1.
The direct summands Xs,1 and Ps,r appear inHN with some multiplicities. These multiplicities
turn out to be the dimensions of irreducible modules over the centralizer of Uqsℓ(2) which is the
TLq,N algebra. Actually, when q is a root of unity, the standard modules Sj over the TL algebra
are no longer irreducible and have a proper maximal submodule. Taking a quotient by this
submodule we obtain an irreducible TL module which we denote as Xj. Each module Xs,1
or Ps,r therefore appears in HN with a multiplicity which is nothing but the dimension of a
corresponding irreducible TL module Xj. To find out which Xj module corresponds to Xs,1 or
Ps,r, we use the correspondence between the standard TL modules Sj and the contragredient
Weyl Uqsℓ(2)-modules of dimension 2j +1. This correspondence is well-known in the context of
Hecke and q-Schur algebras under the name q-Schur–Weyl duality [57], see also a good review
in [59], and it is also called Ringel duality in the much wider context of quasi-hereditary algebras
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and their full tilting modules [60]. We already mentioned this correspondence after (2.6) in the
semi-simple case, for which a Weyl module is of course isomorphic to its contragredient.
For any q, the q-Schur–Weyl duality can be obtained using the usual Hom-functor from the
category C of left finite-dimensional Uqsℓ(2)-modules
8 to the categoryD of all left TLq,N -modules.
Let M be a Uqsℓ(2)-module, i.e., M ∈ Ob(C)9, then this functor is defined as
(3.9) H : C→ D, M 7→ HomUqsℓ(2)(HN ,M),
where we consider the spin-chain vector space HN as a left module over Uqsℓ(2) and as a right
module over TLq,N (using the anti-involution ·† : (ei)† = eN−i on TLq,N we define the right
TL-action ‘⊳’ by v ⊳ei = (ei)
†v, for any v ∈ HN ; note also that any anti-involution gives actually
an isomorphism of the TL algebra because the defining relations are invariant under an inversion
of the order of the products). The left action of TLq,N on H(M) is defined as a⊲φ(v) = φ(v ⊳a)
for any v ∈ HN and any φ from the Hom space. We denote by ⊲ and ⊳ left and right actions of
TLq,N , respectively. We recall also that H maps any morphism f : M → M ′ in the category C
to a morphism in D defined by the composition f ◦ φ for any φ ∈ HomUqsℓ(2)(HN ,M).
Then, the functor H maps the contragredient Weyl module with ‘spin’ j to the standard TL
module Sj with 2j through lines, and vice versa, a Weyl module corresponds to the contragredient
standard TL module S∗j . Recall that the (left) A-module V
∗ contragredient to a left A-module
V is the vector space of linear functions V → C with the left action of the algebra A given by
a ⊲ f(v) = f(a†v), where we used an anti-involution ·† on A for any v ∈ V and f ∈ V ∗. The
contragredient module is then described by a diagram where all arrows are inverse with respect
to the diagram of the initial module. Such an inversion of arrows under the mapping by H is
typical in a wider context of the Ringel duality [59]. Using our notations, see (3.7) and note that
dim(W∗s,r) = p(r + 1)− s, we thus have the images
H(Xs,1) = S s−1
2
, 16 s6 p− 1,
H(W∗s,r) = S p(r+1)−s−1
2
, 16 s6 p, r> 1.
(3.10)
The first line tells us that the direct summands Xs,1 appear in HN with a multiplicity equal to
the dimension of the head of S s−1
2
, i.e., the dimension of X s−1
2
, while the second line means that
the direct summands Ps,r which cover W∗s,r have as multiplicity the dimension of X p(r+1)−s−1
2
.
8Rigorously, the q-Schur–Weyl duality is stated between TLq,N and the corresponding q-Schur algebra – the
finite-dimensional image of Uqsℓ(2) under the XXZ representation – which is represented faithfully on the spin-
chain.
9We recall that a category C consists of its objects (or modules in our case) which form the set Ob(C)
and composable (homo)morphisms between them, and a functor between two categories C and D gives a map
from Ob(C) to Ob(D) and relates in a consistent way morphisms between objects in the source category with
morphisms in the target one, see more precise statements e.g. in [63].
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Therefore, the decomposition of HN over the quantum group can be written as
(3.11) HN |Uqsℓ(2) ∼=
p−1⊕
s=N mod 2+1,
s+N=1mod 2
dim
(
X s−1
2
)Xs,1 ⊕ rm−1⊕
r=1
p−1⊕
s=0,
rp+s+N=1mod 2
dim
(
X rp+s−1
2
)Pp−s,r
⊕
sm+1⊕
s=0,
s+sm=1mod 2
dim
(
X rmp+s−1
2
)Pp−s,rm ,
where we defined N = rmp + sm, for rm ∈ N and −16 sm6 p − 2. The second line in the
decomposition corresponds to ‘boundary’ terms which will be important to write down the
decomposition over the centralizer (see below). In the following, we shall denote by d0j = dimXj
the dimensions of the irreducible modules over TLq,N . These numbers are computed below
in (3.16).
3.3. XXZ decomposition over TL. We are now ready to give a decomposition of HN over
TLq,N for any root of unity and state then a correspondence for a wider family of modules than
the family of standard modules we considered so far.
The decomposition over the centralizer of Uqsℓ(2) – the algebra TLq,N – can be obtained by
studying the algebra EndUqsℓ(2)(HN ) of intertwiners which is isomorphic to TLq,N . We have an
isomorphism for vector spaces of intertwining operators
(3.12) Vs,r;s′,r′ ≡ HomUqsℓ(2)(Ps,r,Ps′,r′) ∼=

C, s′ = p− s, r′ = r ± 1,
C
2, s′ = s, r′ = r,
0, otherwise,
which easily follows from the subquotient structure of the projective modules Ps,r given in (3.8).
The homomorphism spaces introduced in (3.12) have the following basis. A basis element in
Vs,r;s,r is given by a homomorphism φ with an image imφ ∼= Ps,r or imφ ∼= Xs,r while a basis
element in Vs,r;p−s,r±1 is given by a homomorphism φ± with an image being the indecomposable
submodule imφ± ∼= Xs,r → Xp−s,r±1. These homomorphisms describe intertwining operators
mapping between non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands in HN , and they are shown
by dotted arrows in the diagram in Fig. 2. There are of course homomorphisms in EndUqsℓ(2)(HN )
that correspond to maps between copies of the direct summands and these maps are not shown
explicitly in the diagram. We also note that any homomorphism mapping a module from the
top to the bottom of the diagram can be expressed as a composition of φ±, and they are thus
also not shown explicitly.
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Xs,1 Xp−s,2 Xs,3 . . .
X s−1
2
⊠ Xs,1 X 2p−s−1
2
⊠ Xp−s,2 X 2p+s−1
2
⊠ Xs,1 Xs,3 X 4p−s−1
2
⊠ Xp−s,2 Xp−s,4 . . .
Xs,1 Xp−s,2 Xs,3 . . .
. . . Xp−s,r−1 Xs,r Xp−s,r+1 . . .
. . . X (r−1)p+s−1
2
⊠Xs,r X (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊠Xp−s,r−1 Xp−s,r+1 X (r+1)p+s−1
2
⊠Xs,r Xs,r+2 . . .
. . . Xp−s,r−1 Xs,r Xp−s,r+1 . . .
Figure 2. The bimodules Ps, with 16 s6 p − 1, appear as direct summands
in a decomposition of the spin-chain HN over the pair of mutual centralizers
TLq,N ⊠ Uqsℓ(2). Solid arrows denote the action of Uqsℓ(2) while the dotted
ones represent the action of TLq,N . We suppose that the tensor product ⊠ is
applied to the full indecomposable direct summand (over Uqsℓ(2)) on the right –
in particular, we have on the top the subquotients X 2p−s−1
2
⊠Xs,1, X 2p+s−1
2
⊠Xp−s,2,
and so on. It is assumed that the segment of the diagram in the second row has
an odd value of r. We also set Xj>L ≡ 0, where we recall that L = N/2.
Using the homomorphisms between all direct summands in HN just described and taking care
of the ‘boundary’ terms in (3.11), we obtain finally the decomposition over TLq,N as
(3.13)
HN |TLq,N ∼=
rm−1⊕
r=1
p−1⊕
s=0,
rp+s+N=1mod 2
dim
(Xp−s,r)P rp+s−1
2
⊕
sm+1⊕
s=0,
s+sm=1mod 2
dim
(Xp−s,rm)P rmp+s−1
2
⊕
sm+1⊕
s=1,
s+sm=1mod 2
dim
(Xs,rm+1)X rmp+s−1
2
⊕
p−1⊕
s=sm+2,
s+sm=1mod 2
dim
(Xp−s,rm)X rmp−s−1
2
,
where we recall that N = rmp+ sm, for rm ∈ N and −16 sm6 p− 2.
We note that the direct summands P rp+s−1
2
in (3.13) should be projective covers of the ir-
reducible TLq,N -modules X rp+s−1
2
, and we show below that it is so, and their multiplicities are
dim
(Xp−s,r) = r(p− s).
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3.3.1. The spin-chain as a bimodule. Using both decompositions (3.11) and (3.13) together
with the intertwiners described after (3.12) above, we obtain that the spin-chain HN is decom-
posed as a bimodule over the pair TLq,N ⊠ Uqsℓ(2) of mutual centralizers as
(3.14) HN |TLq,N⊠Uqsℓ(2) ∼=
p−1⊕
s=N mod 2+1,
s+N=1mod 2
Ps ⊕
⊕
r> 1,
rp+N=1mod 2
X rp−1
2
⊠ Xp,r,
where the indecomposable bimodules Ps are given by the diagram in Fig. 2. The solid lines denote
the Uqsℓ(2) action while the dotted lines correspond to all possible homomorphisms between the
direct summands over Uqsℓ(2) and thus correspond to the TLq,N action because of the double-
centralizing property. Subquotient structure of TLq,N -modules P rp+s−1
2
can then be deduced
from the study of EndUqsℓ(2)(HN ). We will give explicit diagrams in Sec. 3.4 below.
3.4. TL representation theory at root of unity. We give here some general results about
the representation theory of TLq,N at the root of unity case q = e
iπ/p, with integer p > 2.
Most of these results could be deduced directly from [48, 58, 59], but we feel that it is both
straightforward and instructive to show how they can be obtained directly from our previous
results. Our approach relies again on the q-Schur–Weyl duality with the quantum group Uqsℓ(2)
and we also use the language of quasi-hereditary algebras [60]. Note that the number N of sites
N > 2 can be either even or odd in the following.
We use the representation theory of Uqsℓ(2) described above in order to describe subquotient
structure for all TL standard modules and their projective covers.
3.4.1. Standard modules. The bimodule HN explicitly described in Fig. 2 gives ‘a compu-
tational tool’ for studying the TL representation theory. We begin with the description of the
subquotient structure for the standard modules Sj[N ], with integer 06 j6N/2 for even N and
half-integer 1/26 j6N/2 when N is odd. Their subquotient structure can be obtained by study-
ing submodules in the images (3.10). We use the decomposition (3.14) of the bimodule HN on
direct summands which are given in Fig. 2 to find the subquotient structure of the Hom-space as
a TLq,N -module. First, we see that there are two types of homomorphisms from HN , considered
as a left Uqsℓ(2)-module, to Xs,1. A homomorphism of the first type maps the top of a direct
summand Ps,1 onto Xs,1 while the second type of homomorphism maps a direct summand Xs,1
onto Xs,1. The multiplicity of Ps,1 in HN is then given by the simple TLq,N -subquotient X 2p−s−1
2
,
while the multiplicity of Xs,1 is X s−1
2
. Note also that a preimage of a first-type homomorphism is
mapped by the TLq,N -action to a preimage of a second-type homomorphism, see Fig. 2. There-
fore, the arrow representing the action of TLq,N between the two subquotients in the Hom-space
is reversed. We thus obtain that H(Xs,1) is isomorphic to S s−1
2
. All other cases are studied in
a similar way. We conclude that the standard modules have the subquotient structure, with Xj
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denoting an irreducible subquotient,
(3.15) Sj : Xj −→ X˜j+p−1−2(jmod p) where X˜j′ =

Xj′ , if j
′ > j,
0, if j′ = j,
Xj′+p, if j
′ < j,
and we additionally set Sj = 0 for all j > N/2 which is crucial when the number of through
lines 2j is close to its maximum value 2j = N . We note also that the standard modules are
irreducible whenever jmod p = kp−12 with k = 0, 1. In particular, all the standard modules are
irreducible for p = 2 and odd N .
The subquotient structure (3.15) allows then to compute the dimension d0j of the irreducible
modules taking standard alternating sums:
(3.16) dim(Xj) ≡ d0j =
∑
n> 0
dj+np −
∑
n> t(j)+1
dj+np−1−2(jmod p)
=
∑
j′ > j, (j′−j)mod p=0,
−2(jmod p)−1
(−1)(j′−j)mod p dj′ , jmod p 6= kp− 12 , k = 0, 1,
where we introduce the step function t(j) ≡ t as
(3.17) t =
1, for jmod p >
p− 1
2
,
0, for jmod p <
p− 1
2
.
Recall that dj is given by (2.5).
3.4.2. Projective covers. It was shown first in [58] that the algebra TLq,N is quasi-hereditary [61]
for any q unless q = i (p = 2). Quasi-hereditarity means in particular that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between (isomorphism classes of) irreducible modules and the standard modules,
and that all projective modules should be filtered by (or composed of) the standard ones. What
is important for us is that the structure of projective modules can be easily deduced due to
a reciprocity result [57] for any quasi-hereditary algebra. Let [Sj : Xj′ ] and [Pj : Sj′ ] denote
the number of appearance of Xj′ in a diagram for Sj and the number of appearance of Sj′ in a
diagram for the projective cover Pj , respectively. Then, the reciprocity result reads
(3.18) [Pj : Sj′] = [Sj′ : Xj].
In simple words, the projective modules Pj over TLq,N are composed of the standard modules
that have the irreducible module Xj as a subquotient. Using the diagram (3.15) and recalling
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that Pj should cover Sj, we thus have, for any integer or half integer j, the structure
Pj = Sj, 06 j <
p
2
,(3.19)
Pj = Sj −→ S˜j−1−2(jmod p), p2 6 j6L,(3.20)
where we set
(3.21) S˜j′ =

Sj′ , if j
′ + p > j,
0, if j′ + p = j,
Sj′+p, if j
′ + p < j.
So, using (3.15) and (3.21) together with the identity (j−1−2(jmod p))mod p = p−1−jmod p,
we get, for j> p/2 and jmod p 6= kp−12 with k = 0, 1,
Pj :
Xj
Xj+tp−1−2(jmod p) Xj+(1+t)p−1−2(jmod p)
Xj
(3.22)
where the right subquotient is absent whenever its subscript j is greater than L. Note also
that the TL modules in (3.22) are self-contragredient, i.e., P∗j is isomorphic to Pj, where a
contragredient module was introduced just before (3.10).
We note finally that non-self-contragredient projectives Pj with j < p/2 are embedded into
projectives Pj′ with appropriate j
′ > j. It turns out that all the self-contragredient projective
covers introduced above appear as direct summands in the decomposition of the spin-chain (3.14),
and of course their subquotient structure extracted from the bimodule diagram in Fig. 2 – one
should follow the dotted lines – agrees with the one in (3.22) which uses a more convenient
parametrization.
3.4.3. Zig-zag modules over TLq,N . We note that a wider family of indecomposable TL
modules can be also studied. In particular, we can introduce a one-parameter family of TLq,N -
modules Kj;k of “zig-zag” shape defined (up to an isomorphism) by the following diagrams
(3.23)
Kj;k :
X s−1
2
X 2p+s−1
2
. . . X 2kp+s−1
2
X 2p−s−1
2
X 4p−s−1
2
. . . X 2kp−s−1
2
where we set j = (s − 1)/2 and 16 s6 p − 1. Each of these modules can be obtained as an
appropriate quotient of the direct sum P s−1
2
⊕ P 2p+s−1
2
⊕ · · · ⊕ P 2kp+s−1
2
of projective covers.
Indeed using the diagram (3.22), it is quite easy to deduce by which submodule we should take
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the quotient. We only note that each pair of neighbor terms in the direct sum of projective
covers shares one (isomorphic) irreducible subquotient in the middle level of their diagrams.
A non-trivial linear combination of these subquotients should be quotiented out, among other
obvious subquotients, in order to get the Kj;k module.
We conclude this section by giving the precise correspondence between Uqsℓ(2) and TLq,N
modules provided by the functor H (3.9). Note that the definition of H involves an explicit
decomposition of the spin-chain HN as a bimodule. Then using the decomposition (3.14) of the
bimodule HN on direct summands, which are given in Fig. 2, we find the subquotient structure
of different Hom-spaces as TLq,N -modules. An example of such a computation for H(Xs,1) was
already given in Sec. 3.4.1. Recall finally that the TL module S∗j contragredient to the standard
module Sj (also called costandard) was defined just before (3.10).
3.5. Proposition. The functor H from the category C of left finite-dimensional modules over (a
finite-dimensional image of) Uqsℓ(2) to the category D of left TLq,N -modules has the following
images
H(Xs,1) = S s−1
2
, H(Xs,r) = X (r+1)p−s−1
2
, 16 s6 p, r > 1,(3.24)
H(W∗s,r) = S (r+1)p−s−1
2
, 16 s6 p− 1, r> 1,(3.25)
H(Ws,1) = K s−1
2
;1 , H(Ws,r) = S∗(r+1)p−s−1
2
, 16 s6 p− 1, r > 1,(3.26)
H(Ps,r) = P (r+1)p−s−1
2
, 16 s6 p, r> 1,(3.27)
where we imply that values of the s-index satisfy (r + 1)p + s + N = 1mod 2; and the module
Kj;1 was introduced in (3.23).
We note that this correspondence at the level of projective modules was stated in [24] for
p = 2 and p = 3, while we have extended the result to a wider family of modules for any root of
unity.
4. Lattice fusion rules
This section is devoted to a more consistent and conceptual way of computing TL fusion
rules than what was done above in the preliminary Sec. 2.2. This approach uses our results
concerning the bimodule structure in the previous section and recent results [31] about tensor-
products decompositions for any pair of finite-dimensional Uqsℓ(2)-modules. We shall not give a
precise proof of TL fusion formulas here, but rather give an idea of the proof and illustrate the
formulas for TL fusion by direct calculations of the induced modules. All necessary proofs will
be presented in a separate paper [62].
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4.1. From Uqsℓ(2) tensor products to TL fusion rules. We recall first the concept of the
fusion functor of Temperley-Lieb modules discussed in Sec. 2.2. The fusion on the TL side is
given by the computation of induced modules while, by duality, the fusion on the quantum group
side is given by the restriction from the q-Schur algebra on (N1 + N2) sites to the product of
two q-Schur algebras on N1 and N2 sites, respectively. This restriction gives an embedding of
the image of Uqsℓ(2) into the product of two images on shorter spin-chains and it corresponds
exactly to the comultiplication of the Hopf algebra Uqsℓ(2).
The application of the induction and restriction functors on both sides, as it is explained
in [23], allows us to state that fusion rules for a pair of projective/tilting objects coincide for
both algebras. In order to compute fusion functors for a wider family of TL modules, not only
projectives, e.g., for a pair of standard or irreducible modules, we need to establish an equivalence
between the category C of modules over the q-Schur algebra and a (sub)category of TL modules.
It can be shown [62] that such an equivalence indeed exists between C and H(C) for any q. We
remind the reader that the Hom-functor H was introduced in (3.9). Note that the category H(C)
coincides with the category D of all left TLq,N modules for q generic and only for p = 2 if q is a
root of unity. For integer p > 2, the subcategory H(C) in particular does not contain simple TL
modules such as Xj, for 06 j6
p−1
2 .
The equivalence between the category C and the subcategory H(C) of D means that there
exists a functor from H(C) to C which composed with H is isomorphic to the identity functor.
This functor is the adjoint of the functor H. We denote this functor as T and it is given by
(4.1) T : D ⊃ H(C)→ C, M 7→ HN ⊗TLq,N M
(of course, the functor T is well defined on D and not only on H(C)). The image of T is
obviously in the category of Uqsℓ(2)-modules because the quantum group acts on the left side of
the bimodule HN , and we take the balanced product over TLq,N of the right module HN and
the left module M (see the definitions of the right TL action on HN just after (3.9) and of the
balanced product in Sec. 2.2).
We note that the functors H and T as well as the categories C and D actually depend on the
value of q and on the number of sites N , but we do not specify these numbers in the notations
of functors and categories for brevity. For a fixed value of N and for all q, except q = i, the
number of simple objects in D is the same (at q = i the number is less by one, see e.g. [24]).
The crucial difference comes from morphisms. The category D (and C as well) has different sets
of morphisms for different roots of unity.
The functor T restricted to the subcategory H(C) has an essential advantage that it turns
out to be a tensor functor10 which respects fusions on both sides. Indeed, let M1 ⊗M2 be a
10Note that we do not actually have a tensor-category structure on D in the usual sense, see e.g. [63], and
hence we also do not have rigorously a usual tensor functor that respects the tensor-category structures but rather
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module over the product TLq,N1 ⊗ TLq,N2 of the two TL algebras. We can then demonstrate
the connection between TL fusion and its quantum-group counterpart, which is the restriction
operation, by the diagram
(4.2) M1 ⊗M2
T⊗T
Ind
M1 ×f M2
T
T(M1)⊗ T(M2)
H⊗H
Res
T(M1 ×f M2)
H
where the top horizontal arrow corresponds to the TL fusion functor denoted by Ind which sends
M1 ⊗M2 to its fusion module TLq,N1+N2 ⊗TLq,N1⊗TLq,N2 M1 ⊗M2 following the definition (2.8)
while the bottom horizontal arrow corresponds to the tensor-product decomposition of Uqsℓ(2)-
modules which is the restriction for corresponding finite-dimensional quotients of Uqsℓ(2), which
are faithfully represented on the spin-chains with N1, N2, and N1 +N2 sites. We recall that as
the product of two TL algebras is naturally a proper subalgebra in TLq,N1+N2 , then by duality
the centralizer of the latter is a subalgebra in the product of the centralizers of the two TL
algebras. Then, the composition T ◦ Ind gives a Uqsℓ(2)-module
(4.3) T ◦ Ind(M1 ⊗M2) = HN ⊗TLN
(
TLN ⊗TLN1⊗TLN2 M1 ⊗M2
)
∼=
(
HN ⊗TLN TLN
)
⊗TLN1⊗TLN2 M1 ⊗M2 ∼=
(
HN1 ⊗HN2
)
⊗TLN1⊗TLN2 M1 ⊗M2
where we simplified our notations and set N = N1 +N2 and TLN = TLq,N . The first equality
holds just by definition while we use associativity of the (balanced) tensor product in establishing
the isomorphism in the second line, the first ‘∼=’. For the second ‘∼=’, we use the usual isomorphism
of bimodules HN⊗TLN TLN ∼= HN : v⊗a 7→ v⊳a = v′ (any element of TL can be passed through
the balanced tensor product over TL itself). We remind the reader that TLN is considered here
as a left TLN -module and right TLN1 ⊗ TLN2-module, so HN on the right-hand side is also
a right TLN1 ⊗ TLN2-module and is isomorphic to HN1 ⊗ HN2 . This finally gives (4.3). It is
then easy to see that the final result (4.3) is isomorphic to the image of another composition
Res ◦ (T ⊗ T) which uses ‘fusion’ or comultiplication on the quantum-group side. This shows
that the diagram (4.3) composed of solid arrows is commutative, up to an isomorphism.
For all q, the composition H ◦ T restricted to H(C) ⊂ D is the identity map, up to an
isomorphism of course, and it gives an equivalence – a one-to-one invertible consistent map (a
functor) between the categories – which is shown by a second pair of (dotted) arrows in (4.2).
The equivalence in the generic case can be also seen by a direct calculation of T (the computation
of images of H is trivial). Indeed, one can write T(Sj) = ⊕j′Wj′ ⊠ Sj′ ⊗TLq Sj = Wj where we
generalizations of these notions to a situation where the “tensor-product” ×f maps to a category bigger than the
two initial ones.
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used the generic decomposition (2.7) and the simple equalities Sj′ ⊗TLq Sj = Sj′ ⊗TLq idjSj =
Sj′idj ⊗TLq Sj = δj,j′C. We used idj which is the central idempotent corresponding to the
(matrix) subalgebra Sj ⊠ S
∗
j in the TL algebra. For the root of unity cases, the computation of
T is much more involved and all the necessary details will be given in [62].
Having the “fusion-correspondence” diagram (4.3) at hand, we can first of all easily recover
the generic TL fusion (2.11) because in this case H(C) = D. Therefore, any fusion on the TL
side can be computed by quantum-group comultiplication:
Sj1 ⊗ Sj2 T⊗T−−−→ Wj1 ⊗Wj2 = ⊕jWj H−−→ ⊕jSj
where the right hand side is isomorphic to the fusion module Sj1×f Sj2 following our commutative
diagram (4.3). In non-generic cases, this picture still holds but not for the full TL category D but
for its subcategory H(C) ⊂ D. Recall that the image of H on objects in C is given in (3.10) and
in Prop. 3.5. We also note that T(S s−1
2
) ∼= Xs,1, for 16 s6 p, which is a direct analogue of the
generic results. Then using the decomposition (A.1) of the tensor products of the (irreducible)
Weyl modules at r1 = r2 = 1, the TL fusion rules for the “first” standard modules Sj, with
06 j6 (p − 1)/2, are
(4.4) S s1−1
2
×f S s2−1
2
=
p−|p−s1−s2|−1⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
S s−1
2
⊕
s1+s2−p−1⊕
s=γ2
step=2
P p+s−1
2
.
We will simplify our notations setting M1×f M2 for M1[N1]×f M2[N2] and M for M [N1+N2],
for any M that appears in the fusion of M1 and M2. Such a simplification is motivated by the
connection with the quantum group where fusion rules do not depend on the choice of N1 and N2.
In particular, we see from the explicit decompositions that the fusion module M1[N1]×f M2[N2]
itself depends only on N = N1 +N2, up to an isomorphism. This is true at least for any pair of
TL modules from H(C) and can be easily proven with the use of the commutative diagram (4.2)
and the fact that T is the “inverse” to the H functor on H(C).
Using the results about the tensor products of all finite-dimensional Uqsℓ(2)-modules [31]
reviewed in Thm. A.1 and the bimodule structure for HN together with H-images computed in
Prop. 3.5, it is actually possible to prove [62] rigorously fusion rules for most of the TL-modules
following the lines explained just above. General formulas for the TL fusion functor are a bit
cumbersome so we introduce the following notations
(4.5) γ1 = (s1 + s2 + 1) mod 2, γ2 = (s1 + s2 + p+ 1) mod 2,
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b⊕′
r=a
f(r) =
b⊕
r=a
(1− 1
2
δr,a − 12δr,b)f(r),(4.6)
b⊕′′
r=a
f(r) =
b⊕
r=a
(
1− 3
4
δr,a − 14δr,a+2(1 + δa,−1)−
1
4
δr,b−2 − 34δr,b
)
f(r),(4.7)
along with the convention that ⊕baf ≡ 0 if b < a, and with the step-function
(4.8) sg(r) =

1, r > 0,
0, r = 0,
−1, r < 0.
In this paper, we shall concentrate on the fusion of standard and projective TL modules, that
we collect in the following proposition.
4.1.1. Proposition.
• For 16 s1, s26 p and r1, r2> 0, the fusion functor on two standard modules over TLq,N is
(4.9) S r1p+s1−1
2
×f S r2p+s2−1
2
=
p−|p−s1−s2|−1⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
S (r1+r2)p+s−1
2
⊕
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
p−|s1−s2|−1⊕
s=γ2
step=2
P rp+s−1
2
⊕
s1+s2−p−1⊕
s=γ2
step=2
P (r1+r2+1)p+s−1
2
⊕
r1+r2⊕
r=|r1−r2+sg(s1−s2)|+1
step=2
|s1−s2|−1⊕
s=γ1
step=2
P rp+s−1
2
,
where we set Sj and Pj to zero whenever j > N/2.
• For 16 s1, s26 p− 1, r1, r2> 1, the fusion of two projective modules is
(4.10) P r1p+s1−1
2
×f P r2p+s2−1
2
= 4
r1+r2+1⊕′′
r=|r1−r2|−1
step=2
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
(min(p−s1+s2−1,p+s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|p−s1−s2|+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
p−γ1⊕
s=min(p−s1+s2+1,
p+s1−s2+1)
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
)
,
where we set P s−1
2
= 0, for 16 s6 p− 1, and Pj<0 = 0.
• For 16 s16 p, 16 s26 p − 1 and r> 1, the fusion of a “Kac-table” standard module and a
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projective module is
(4.11) S s1−1
2
×f P (r+1)p−s2−1
2
=
min(s1+s2−1,
2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕
p−γ1⊕
s=p−s1+s2+1
step=2
(
P rp−s−1
2
⊕ P (r+2)p−s−1
2
)
.
Finally, the fusion of a standard module Sj, for j >
p−1
2 , with a projective module is
S r1p+s1−1
2
×f P r2p+s2−1
2
=
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
)
⊕
r1+r2⊕
r=|r1−r2+1|+1
step=2
(min(p−s1+s2−1,
p+s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|p−s1−s2|+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=p−s1+s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=p+s1−s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
r1+r2+1⊕′
r=|r1−r2+1|
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
,
where 16 s1, s26 p− 1 and r1, r2> 1.
It is also possible to derive similar fusion rules for (some of the) irreducible modules, we refer
the interested reader to App. B for more details.
We also note that the fusion of the “zig-zag” TL modules Kj;k (introduced above in Sec. 3.4.3)
with themselves or with standard and irreducible modules can also be computed applying the
Hom functor H. This is quite straightforward having the explicit bimodules at hand, and using
the quantum-group results [31] for its images.
4.2. Direct computation of TL fusion rules. We next illustrate our results for TL fusion
rules by several direct calculations of the fusion functor, i.e., of the induced TL modules. We
recall that the standard module with 2j through-lines on N sites is denoted by Sj[N ] and has
a basis given by all possible nested configurations of (N − j) arcs, like . Meanwhile,
through-lines are denoted by a vertical line and are not allowed to intersect any arc. We
also denote the generators of the algebra TLq,N1 ⊗ TLq,N2 by ej , with 16 j6N1 − 1 and N1 +
16 j6N1 +N2 − 1, in accordance with the natural embedding of this product into TLq,N1+N2 .
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Examples of induced modules considered in Sec. 2.2 suggest the following general strategy
to compute TL fusion rules. First, we assume that the fusion does not depend on N1 and
N2, and this is indeed true due to the connection with the Uqsℓ(2) tensor product. Second, to
compute Sj1 ×f Sj2 we consider Sj1 [2j1] ×f Sj2 [2j2] which is a module induced from the one-
dimensional module Sj1 [2j1]⊗ Sj2 [2j2]. An advantage of this choice is that the basis element in
Sj1 [2j1]⊗ Sj2 [2j2] is not in the image of TLq,2j1 ⊗ TLq,2j2-action because
TLq,2j1 ⊗ TLq,2j2
(
Sj1 [2j1]⊗ Sj2 [2j2]
)
= 0.
Therefore, the induced module has a basis generated by the following tree
(4.12)
ej
ej±1ej
ej−1ej+1ej ej±2ej±1ej
ej±2ej−1ej+1ej ejej−1ej+1ej ej±3ej±2ej±1ej
ej±3ej±2ej−1ej+1ej ej−2ej+2ej−1ej+1ej ej±2ejej−1ej+1ej ej±4ej±3ej±2ej±1ej
...
...
...
where we set j = 2j1. We will see below that it is more convenient to represent the states in the
induced module graphically using two different colors of through lines as we did in Sec. 2.3.
The crucial step is then to find a Jordan form of the Hamiltonian
H = −
2(j1+j2)−1∑
j=1
ej
on the induced module – eigenvalues allow one to identify which standard modules are present
in the fusion while Jordan cells should give us the content of projective modules in the fusion.
Let us see how it works with a few examples in order to compare with Prop. 4.1.1.
4.2.1. Example 1. We come back (see Sec. 2.3) to the fusion S1[2]×f S1[2] with basis
〈 l, e2l, e1e2l, e3e2l, e1e3e2l, e2e1e3e2l 〉.
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The Hamiltonian H = −e1 − e2 − e3 in this basis reads
(4.13) H = −

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 δ 1 1 0 0
0 1 δ 0 0 0
0 1 0 δ 0 0
0 0 1 1 2δ 2
0 0 0 0 1 δ

.
Recall that the action of the Hamiltonian can be readily obtained using the graphical represen-
tation
〈 , , , , , 〉,
where we recall that only through lines with different colors can be contracted by TL generators.
It is of course a simple matter to find the eigenvalues of H in the standard modules S0[4], S1[4]
and S2[4] on N = 4 sites. The Hamiltonian H applied to the one-dimensionnal module S2[4]
always yields 0. When p = 3, we find that S0[4] corresponds to the eigenvalues {0,−3} and S1[4]
to {−1,−1 − √2,−1 + √2}. Moreover, we find that H has the following Jordan form in the
fusion basis
(4.14) H =

−3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1−√2 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 +√2

.
Using the subquotient structure P2[4] = S2[4] −→ S0[4], we conclude that
(4.15) S1[2]×f S1[2] = S1[4] ⊕ P2[4], for p = 3,
in agreement with the approach used in the Sec. 2.3.
We can repeat this easy calculation for the extended Ising model (p = 4), in which case we
find that S0[4] corresponds to the Hamiltonian eigenvalues
{−3 +√5√
2
,
1
2
(
√
10− 3√2)} and S1[4]
to {0,−√2,−2√2}. We can infer the fusion rules from the Jordan form of H in the fusion basis
(4.16) H =

−2√2 0 0 0 0 0
0 −√2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −3 +
√
5√
2
0
0 0 0 0 0
1
2
(
√
10− 3√2)}

.
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This is consistent with the fusion rule
(4.17) S1[2]×f S1[2] = S0[4] ⊕ P2[4], for p = 4,
where P2[4] = S2[4] −→ S1[4] in this case. This result is in perfect agreement with Prop. 4.1.1.
In all the other cases, we recover the generic fusion rule (2.13).
4.2.2. Example 2. Let us turn to a slightly more complicated example with the fusion S1[2]×f
S2[4] on 6 sites. In the generic case, we have the following fusion
(4.18) S1[2]×f S2[4] = S1[6]⊕ S2[6]⊕ S3[6].
The space S1[2]×fS2[4] has dimension 15 and we choose the basis corresponding to the tree (4.12):
S1[2]×f S2[4] = 〈 l, e2l, e1e2l, e3e2l, e4e3e2l, e5e4e3e2l, e1e3e2l, e4e1e3e2l, e5e4e1e3e2l,
e2e1e3e2l, e4e2e1e3e2l, e5e4e2e1e3e2l, e3e4e2e1e3e2l, e5e3e4e2e1e3e2l, e4e5e3e4e2e1e3e2l〉.
Once again, it is useful to use a graphical representation of these states
S1[2]×f S2[4] = 〈 , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , 〉.
We can readily express H in this basis and find its Jordan-form basis. We then identify the
eigenvalues with those obtained within the standard modules S1[6], S2[6], and S3[6] to deduce
the structure of the fusion product. For example, in the tricritical Ising case, we find
(4.19) S1[2]×f S2[4] = S2[6] ⊕ P3[6], for p = 5,
with the subquotient structure P3[6] = S3[6] −→ S1[6]. This is again in agreement with
Prop. 4.1.1 because P2[6] = S2[6]. One can also check that
(4.20) S1[2]×f S2[4] = S3[6]⊕ P2[6], for p = 2 or p = 4,
and
(4.21) S1[2]×f S2[4] = S1[6] ⊕ P3[6], for p = 3.
Both equations are again in agreement with Prop. 4.1.1.
4.2.3. Example 3. Finally, we give here some examples of fusion for which more than just one
projective module is generated. Let us consider S 3
2
[3] ×f S 3
2
[3] on 6 sites. In the generic case,
the fusion reads
(4.22) S 3
2
[3]×f S 3
2
[3] = S0[3]⊕ S1[3]⊕ S2[3]⊕ S3[3].
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The fusion basis contains 20 states
(4.23) S 3
2
[3]×f S 3
2
[3] = 〈 l, e3l, e2e3l, e1e2e3l, e4e3l, e5e4e3l, e4e2e3l, e3e4e2e3l, e1e3e4e2e3l,
e2e1e3e4e2e3l, e4e1e3e4e2e3l, e5e4e1e3e4e2e3l, e5e3e4e2e1e3l, e4e5e3e4e2e3l, e2e5e4e3l
e5e1e3e4e2l, e2e5e1e3e4e2e3l, e4e5e1e3e4e2e3l, e4e2e5e1e3e4e2e3l, e3e4e2e5e1e3e4e2e3l〉.
The jordanization of the Hamiltonian in this basis is straightforward using Mathematica c© and
the comparison with the eigenvalues obtained in the standard modules S0[6], S1[6], S2[6], and
S3[6] allows us to deduce the structure of the fusion product. For percolation theory and the
tricritical Ising model, we find
(4.24) S 3
2
[2] ×f S 3
2
[4] = S1[6]⊕ S3[6]⊕ P2[6], for p = 3.
(4.25) S 3
2
[3] ×f S 3
2
[3] = S0[6]⊕ S2[6]⊕ P3[6], for p = 5.
The situation is more interesting for the logarithmic Ising model as there are two projective
modules created in the fusion process
(4.26) S 3
2
[3]×f S 3
2
[3] = P2[6]⊕ P3[6], for p = 4,
with P3[6] = S3[6] −→ S0[6] and P2[6] = S2[6] −→ S1[6]. All these results are consistent with
Prop. 4.1.1.
5. Scaling limit and indecomposable Operator Product Expansions
In this section, we will discuss how to interpret our results from a LCFT point of view by
considering the scaling limit of the XXZ spin chain that we have studied so far. As the size
of the system becomes large, the different Temperley-Lieb modules tend to Virasoro modules,
and the fusion rules for the local operators of the underlying conformal field theory can be
inferred from the results of the previous section, as the TL fusion rules do not depend on the
length of the chains. In particular, it is now well-admitted [24] that the (self-contragredient)
projective modules over the Temperley-Lieb algebra correspond in the scaling limit to the so-
called staggered modules over the Virasoro algebra [19]. Our aim is therefore to discuss how the
fusion rules computed in the previous section apply to the various primary fields in the theory,
with a special emphasize on specific physically-relevant examples. To conclude this paper, we
shall also show that the resolution of the “catastrophes” in OPEs closely parallels the lattice
construction of Sec. 2.3.
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5.1. Scaling limit of the XXZ spin chain, Virasoro staggered modules and logarith-
mic couplings. As discussed in Sec. 2.4, the continuum limit of the XXZ spin chain at q = eiπ/p
is described by a CFT with central charge cp−1,p given by (2.21). In particular, the standard
modules Sj of the Temperley-Lieb algebra at q = e
iπ/p converge (in a way discussed in Sec. 2.4) to
Kac modules K1,2j+1 over the Virasoro algebra V(p−1, p) with central charge cp−1,p. These Kac
modules have a highest-weight vector with conformal weight h1,2j+1 and are defined as quotients
of Verma modules: K1,2j+1 ≡ Vh1,2j+1/Vh1,−2j−111. When q is generic, these Kac modules are
irreducible. When q is a root of unity, the Kac modules K1,2j+1 may have one additional singular
vector, while the second singular vector at the level 2j + 1 was set to zero in the corresponding
Verma module. Scaling limit keeping N to be even yields Virasoro modules with integer values
of j> 0, whereas the spectrum with half-integer values of j can be obtained through the odd-N
limit. Then, the finite alternating sum (3.16) for the dimension of the irreducible TL module
Xj corresponds in the limit to an infinite alternating sum of Kac characters, giving rise to the
Rocha–Caridi formula for the character of the irreducible Virasoro representation X1,2j+1 with
conformal weight h1,2j+1.
It is straightforward to see that at least at the level of generating functions (characters)
and subquotient structures, the projective modules Pj over TLq,N , for j> p/2, converge to
the so-called staggered modules P1,2j+1 over the Virasoro algebra which are composed of two
Kac modules, i.e., they have a subquotient structure with a diamond shape. We note that
Pj , for 06 j < p/2, are isomorphic to the standard modules Sj, see (3.19), and this case was
already discussed above. Using the subquotient structure (3.22) for TL modules and having the
correspondence Xj ↔ X1,2j+1 between TL and Virasoro irreducible modules, we thus have the
diagram, for jmod p 6= kp−12 with k = 0, 1,
P1,2j+1 :
h1,2j+1•
h1,2(j+tp)−4(jmod p)−1• h1,2(j+p+tp)−4(jmod p)−1•
h1,2j+1•
for j>
p
2
,
(5.1)
where the function t(j) was defined in (3.17), and nodes ‘•’ together with conformal weights h1,j
denote irreducible Virasoro subquotients X1,j . We omit for brevity the explicit dependence of
t on j in the diagrams. A complete theory of staggered modules was developed by Kytölä and
Ridout [19], following the pioneering work of Rohsiepe [18]. We give a brief review of the theory
of Virasoro staggered modules in App. C.
11Recall that for generic central charge, the Verma module Vh1,2j+1 with 2j integer is reducible with a proper
submodule isomorphic to Vh1,−2j−1 .
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We denote the vectors in P1,2j+1 generating its four irreducible subquotients in terms of the
fields ψj(z), ρj(z), ξj(z), and ϕj(z) as
(5.2)
P1,2j+1 :
ψj
ρj ξj
ϕj
where we set ψj = limz→0 ψj(z)|vac〉, etc. The state ρj has the lowest conformal weight in P1,2j+1.
The whole module can be generated by acting with Virasoro generators on ψj , in particular, the
dilatation operator L0 mixes the fields ψj(z) and ϕj(z) into a rank-2 Jordan cell. In our basis
(ψj , ϕj), it reads
(5.3) L0 =
(
h1,1+2j 1
0 h1,1+2j
)
.
We say that ψj is the logarithmic partner of the state (or field) ϕj . The state ϕj is a singular
descendant of ρj so that we write
(5.4) ϕj = Ajρj,
where the operator Aj belongs to the universal enveloping algebra of Virasoro. The singular-
vector condition L1ϕj = L2ϕj = 0 fixes uniquely Aj once a normalization has been properly
chosen. The module P1,2j+1 is uniquely characterized by a number called logarithmic coupling
β1,1+2j [17, 19], see a review in App. C, also called β-invariant or indecomposability parameter.
It is defined through the equation
(5.5) A†jψj = β1,1+2jρj.
Note that it can also be simply expressed using Virasoro bilinear form β1,1+2j = 〈ϕj |ψj〉, with
the normalization 〈ρj | ρj〉 = 1. These logarithmic couplings are closely related to the coefficients
that appear in front of logarithmic terms in correlation functions and OPEs. In fact, using global
conformal invariance, one can show that the logarithmic pair (ψj , ϕj) satisfies
〈ϕj(z)ϕj(0)〉 = 0(5.6a)
〈ϕj(z)ψj(0)〉 = β˜1,1+2j
z2h1,1+2j
(5.6b)
〈ψj(z)ψj(0)〉 = θ − 2β˜1,1+2j log z
z2h1,1+2j
.(5.6c)
While the constant θ can be absorbed through a transformation ψj → ψj + γϕj , the coefficient
β˜1,1+2j is a fundamental characteristic of the logarithmic pair (ψj , ϕj). In general and despite
usual expectations, we have β˜1,1+2j 6= β1,1+2j = 〈ϕj |ψj〉; this corrects some expressions in [35].
Nevertheless, these two numbers are related by a simple coefficient that depends only on the
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operator Aj . This distinction was discussed in [17] – it is due to the fact that once the adjoint
operator is defined for the state ρj then the adjoint for its descendant ϕj is fixed, and generally it
will not coincide with the naive definition limz→∞ z
2hϕj 〈0|ϕj(z). We refer the interested reader
to [17] for more details, or to App. D of this paper for a discussion of the difference between
β1,1+2j and β˜1,1+2j from the perspective of the OPE approach to be developed in Sec. 5.3. From
the algebraic point of view, the fundamental coefficient is β1,1+2j , not the parameter that appears
in correlation functions. In principle, the parameters β1,1+2j can be directly obtained from lattice
models; this was actually done in [35, 49].
5.2. Virasoro fusion rules. Following heuristic arguments described in Sec. 2.4, we can con-
jecture that the fusion rules computed in the previous sections for the Temperley-Lieb algebra
modules also apply to their corresponding Virasoro modules, and thus describe the usual fusion
operation in CFT. Let us describe as an example the fusion rules of Kac modules over Virasoro
that correspond to OPEs of the corresponding primary fields. Fusion rules of all Kac modules
K1,2j+1 with lowest conformal weight h1,2j+1 for any half-integer j are given by the substitutions
Sj → K1,2j+1 and Pj → P1,2j+1 in Prop. 4.1.1.
5.2.1. Conjecture. For 16 s1, s26 p and r1, r2> 0, the fusion of two Kac modules over the
Virasoro algebra V(p− 1, p) with central charge cp−1,p is
(5.7) K1,r1p+s1 ×f K1,r2p+s2 =
p−|p−s1−s2|−1⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
K1,(r1+r2)p+s ⊕
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
p−|s1−s2|−1⊕
s=γ2
step=2
P1,rp+s
⊕
s1+s2−p−1⊕
s=γ2
step=2
P1,(r1+r2+1)p+s ⊕
r1+r2⊕
r=|r1−r2+sg(s1−s2)|+1
step=2
|s1−s2|−1⊕
s=γ1
step=2
P1,rp+s,
where we use the notations (4.5)-(4.8) of Sec. 4.
This formula is consistent with results obtained in the percolation case [16], where a straight-
forward approach to Virasoro fusion rules, the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch algorithm [13], was
used. Our conjectured fusion rules agree also with the results in [26, 27]. Similar formulas such
as the fusion of Virasoro staggered and/or simple modules can also be readily obtained from
the Temperley-Lieb fusion results of Sec. 4 and Prop. B.1 using the substitutions Xj → X1,2j+1,
Sj → K1,2j+1 and Pj → P1,2j+1. For example, one can readily obtain the fusion of staggered
modules from our lattice results.
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5.2.2. Conjecture. For 16 s1, s26 p − 1 and r1, r2> 1, the fusion of two staggered modules
over the Virasoro algebra V(p− 1, p) with central charge cp−1,p is
P1,r1p+s1 ×f P1,r2p+s2 = 4
r1+r2+1⊕′′
r=|r1−r2|−1
step=2
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
P1,(r+1)p−s
⊕ 2
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,
2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
P1,(r+1)p−s ⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
P1,(r+1)p−s
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
(min(p−s1+s2−1,
p+s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|p−s1−s2|+1
step=2
P1,(r+1)p−s ⊕ 2
p−γ1⊕
s=min(p−s1+s2+1,
p+s1−s2+1)
P1,(r+1)p−s
)
.
5.3. Logarithmic operator product expansions. To illustrate these Virasoro fusion rules
in more concrete terms, we discuss how they can be independently deduced from the OPEs
in the logarithmic theory. We revisit here the argument of [35], initially designed to calculate
logarithmic couplings, to illustrate the indecomposability arising in OPEs at logarithmic points.
We shall see that this method nicely mimics the lattice fusion calculations of Sec. 2.3.
The main idea of this approach is to consider LCFTs as a limit of ordinary CFTs, this goes
back to the work of Gurarie and Ludwig on c = 0 theories [64, 32, 2, 33]. This was also discussed
by Cardy in the context of disordered systems [1]. Let us consider as an example the logarithmic
Ising model (p = 4, c = 1/2), with the following fusion rule
(5.8) K1,3 ×f K1,3 = K1,1 ⊕ P1,5,
given by equation (5.7). We deform our logarithmic theory into a generic ordinary CFT (p = 4+ǫ)
and find [44, 45]
(5.9) K1,3 ×f K1,3 = K1,1 ⊕K1,3 ⊕K1,5.
This fusion rule means that when two primary fields Φ1,3(z) are brought close to each other in a
correlation function, their product can be expanded onto the fields Φ1,1(z), which is the identity
field 1, Φ1,3(z), Φ1,5(z) and their descendants. At the critical (“indecomposable”) point p = 4,
the fields Φ1,3(z) and Φ1,5(z) (and their descendants) are mixed into the staggered module P1,5
and we thus expect logarithms to appear.
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More explicitly, the OPE of Φ1,3(z) with itself in the generic case reads
(5.10) Φ1,3(z)Φ1,3(0) ∼
C
Φ1,3
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
zh1,3
[
Φ1,3(0) +
1
2
z∂Φ1,3(0) + α
(−2)z2L−2Φ1,3(0)
+α(−1,−1)z2L2−1Φ1,3(0) + . . .
]
+
C
Φ1,5
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
z2h1,3−h1,5
[Φ1,5(0) + . . . ] +
1
z2h1,3
[1+ . . . ] ,
where the coefficients α(−2) = 65ǫ +
16
25 + O(ǫ) and α(−1,−1) = − 910ǫ − 950 + O(ǫ) are fixed by
conformal invariance and are diverging as ǫ → 0 12. However, if we introduce the field ϕ2 =
(L−2 − 34L2−1)Φ1,3, we can get rid of one of these divergences as 34α(−2) + α(−1,−1) = 310 +O(ǫ)
is well-defined:
(5.11) Φ1,3(z)Φ1,3(0) ∼
C
Φ1,3
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
zh1,3
[
Φ1,3(0) +
1
2
z∂Φ1,3(0) + α
(−2)z2ϕ2(0)
+z2(α(−1,−1) + 3
4
α(−2))∂2Φ1,3(0) + . . .
]
+
C
Φ1,5
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
z2h1,3−h1,5
[Φ1,5(0) + . . . ] + . . . .
We dropped the identity 1 channel as it will play no role in the following. We then define a new
field ψ2(z) as
13
(5.12) ψ2(z) =
C
Φ1,5
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
C
Φ1,3
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
β˜(ǫ)
α(−2)Nϕ2(ǫ)
Φ1,5(z) +
β˜(ǫ)
Nϕ2(ǫ)
ϕ2(z),
where β˜ = − Nϕ2 (ǫ)h1,5−h1,3−2 . The factor Nϕ2(ǫ) is defined as the coefficient that appears in the two-
point function 〈ϕ2(z)ϕ2(0)〉 = Nϕ2(ǫ)z−2(h1,3+2). This number is computed in App. D, we find
Nϕ2(ǫ) =
35
96ǫ+O(ǫ). Since ϕ2 becomes a singular state at ǫ = 0, we obviously have Nϕ2(0) = 0.
As β˜(ǫ) has a finite limit when ǫ → 0, we can now safely take the limit ǫ → 0 so that the
logarithmic OPE reads
(5.13) Φ1,3(z)Φ1,3(0) ∼
C
Φ1,3
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
z1/2
[
Φ1,3(0) +
1
2
z∂Φ1,3(0) +
3
10
z2∂2Φ1,3(0)+
7
16β˜1,5
z2(ψ2(0) + ϕ2(0) log z) + . . .
]
+ . . .
12Note that structure constants like C
Φ1,3
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
also depend on ǫ as well as on the boundary conditions, we will
not make this dependence explicit as it will play no role in the following.
13This expression might appear a bit complicated at first sight. However, the coefficients in front of ϕ2(z) and
Φ1,5(z) can be readily obtained using the following requirements: (1) When Φ1,5 is expressed in terms of ψ2 and
ϕ2, the coefficient in front of ϕ2 must be chosen such that it will combine with the divergent OPE amplitude,
(2) The other coefficient can be fixed by requiring that the combination ψ2(0) + ϕ2(0) log z should appear in the
OPE when ǫ→ 0, (3) The β˜ parameter is then identified using correlation functions (see (5.14)).
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where we have used that limǫ→0Nϕ2(ǫ)α(−2) =
7
16 . One can check that the operators ψ2 and φ2
defined this way satisfy the usual OPEs for logarithmic operators with “modified” indecompos-
ability parameter β˜1,5 = limǫ→0 β˜(ǫ) = −3524 . In particular, it is possible to check that
〈ϕ2(z)ϕ2(0)〉 = 0(5.14a)
〈ϕ2(z)ψ2(0)〉 = β˜1,5
z5
(5.14b)
〈ψ2(z)ψ2(0)〉 = −2β˜1,5 log z
z5
,(5.14c)
along with L0ψ2 =
5
2ψ2 + ϕ2. Thanks to the explicit expression (5.12) of the logarithmic field
ψ2(z), we were thus able to identify the coefficient β˜1,5 that appears in correlation functions as
the limit ǫ→ 0 of the function β˜(ǫ) = − Nϕ2 (ǫ)h1,5−h1,3−2 . Note that it is also possible to compute the
“algebraic” indecomposability parameter β1,5 using the definition (5.5) along with (5.12). For
more detail concerning this calculation, with a particular emphasize on the difference between
β˜ and the algebraic indecomposability parameter β, we refer the reader to App. D. Meanwhile,
there are several important points here:
• We were able to reproduce the logarithmic fusion rule (5.8) using a simple limit argument
working directly at the level of OPEs. In this language, logarithms and indecomposabil-
ity arise naturally without complicated algebraic consideration. This computation thus
provides a nice check of Conj. 5.2.1. From a rigorous algebraic point of view [9], the log-
arithmic OPE or logarithmic intertwining operator satisfying the associativity condition
is unique [66]. As this is also true for each ordinary CFT at generic central charge, the
OPE we obtained in the limit is consistent – it satisfies the associativity condition, etc.
• Although the field ψ2(z) is built out of two divergent quantities, it is perfectly well-
defined in correlation functions, as long as the limit process is properly respected. It
is interesting to see that this whole construction parallels the fusion calculations on the
lattice of Sec. 2.3. As ǫ→ 0, the eigenvectors ϕ2 and Φ1,5 of L0 become degenerate with
the same conformal weight h1,5 =
5
2 . The generically primary field Φ1,5 is ill-defined in
the limit, but if one considers the appropriate combination with ϕ2, one can construct a
new well-defined field ψ2 that will be mixed into a Jordan cell with ϕ2 at c =
1
2 . This
calculation bears a strong resemblance with the analogous lattice construction in Sec. 2.3.
• Although the definition of ψ2(z) in (5.12) seems to depend on the particular fusion
that one considers in the first place (here Φ1,3), all the physical properties of this field,
including the OPEs and the correlation functions, do not depend on this feature. In
particular, the coefficient C
Φ1,3
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
/C
Φ1,5
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
is not very important for our matters, and
if we were to define ψ2(z) to cancel the divergence in another fusion (say Φ1,5 ×f Φ1,5),
we would find a field ψ2(z) with the same properties. We conjecture that in the limit
ǫ→ 0, these different definitions have the same limit, up to a rescaling.
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Finally, we note that this OPE construction that we presented on a specific example is ac-
tually quite general. Indeed, the divergence of the OPE coefficients α(−2) and α(−1,−1) for the
descendants of Φ1,3 is directly related to the vanishing of the Kac determinant K
(2)(c, h) =
2h(16h2 + 2h(c − 5) + c) at level 2 for c = 12 and h = h1,3 = 12 . Indeed, it can be shown in
general that the OPE coefficients for the descendants are inversely proportional to the Kac de-
terminant at this level (see e.g. [54]). We thus expect these divergences to be general, and they
must be canceled by the (generally unique) primary operators present in the OPE with same
conformal weights at ǫ → 0 as the ill-defined descendant terms. However, there might be some
additional cancellations between the Kac determinant (of the Kac modules) and the numerator in
the descendant OPE coefficients, which are hard to control in general14. In particular, using the
Kac-determinant argument, we could also expect a divergence at level 6 in the identity channel
in (5.10). However, the identity module corresponds to the direct summand in (5.8) and we do
not expect fields from it to be combined with any other Kac-module contributions. Therefore,
we believe that this divergence should vanish although it is unfortunately almost impossible to
check it explicitly in this case. We note that this peculiarity should happen only for Kac modules
Kj, with 06 j < p/2 (inside the finite Kac table). It would also be very interesting to understand
how the field ξ(z) in (5.2) arises from this construction15.
The general pattern is quite clear and can be fully understood from the single example worked
out in this section. To obtain the fusion (5.7), we should start from the generic result given
by (2.24) and write down the corresponding OPE in terms of quantum fields. In the generic
decomposition, the terms should be composed to get rid of the divergences as ǫ → 0, or in
other words a proper basis among fields should be chosen before taking the limit in ǫ. To be
more explicit, each Kac module with conformal weight h1,2(j+tp)−4(jmod p)−1 in the generic fusion
decomposition corresponds to a field ρj . This field has a descendant ϕj = Ajρj with conformal
weight h1,2j+1 at ǫ = 0 that becomes singular in the limit, and it should therefore have a diverging
amplitude in the OPE as ǫ→ 0. This descendant should be mixed with the primary field Φh1,1+2j
with the same conformal weight which also appears in the generic fusion. A linear combination
of the primary Φh1,1+2j and the descendant ϕj = Ajρj should then be used to define a new field
that will become ψj in the limit ǫ→ 0, see (5.12). Introducing this new field should then cancel
the ill-defined OPE amplitude in front of the field ϕj = Ajρj . Using this mechanism, we finally
get the staggered module (5.1) contribution in the limit of the OPE.
14As a simple example, the Kac determinant K(1)(c, h) = 2h at level 1 is canceled in the OPE coefficient
α(−1) = 1
2
in (5.10).
15We finally note that there is a more rigorous way [2] to compute OPEs directly in the limit ǫ = 0 if the
fusion rules are known a priori. Recovering our OPEs using a similar method should probably shed some light
on this matter.
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5.4. OPEs and fusion rules. The calculations of OPEs in the continuum theory are thus
consistent with the fusion rules of Kac (standard) modules. One can understand in this way
the fusion by considering the limit of generic results, where we see that the Kac modules get
glued together at logarithmic points, forming a maximal number of staggered modules in order
to cancel divergent terms in OPEs.
Another fusion rule that has interesting consequences on the underlying field theory is given by
the fusion of projective TLq,N -modules. It seems rather clear that the field associated with the
Virasoro staggered module P1,2j+1 really is ψj in (5.2). When P1,2j+1 appears in a given fusion
of Kac modules for example, this means that the logarithmic field ψj(z) is generated, along with
its descendants (generated by the action of the Ln’s on ψj(z), where n can be positive) like ϕj , ρj
or ξj . The coefficients as well as the logarithmic terms are then fixed using conformal invariance.
Following this interpretation, it means that the fusion ψj1×f ψj2 is given by P1,2j1+1×f P1,2j2+1,
which is in turn given by the fusion of projective modules of the Temperley-Lieb algebra on the
lattice. We know exactly this fusion, and we know that it will generate only projective modules.
Note that in principle, once the OPEs for ψj are known, the OPEs for all the other fields in the
corresponding staggered module could be deduced from it.
Let us illustrate this with the well-known percolation problem (c = 0), for which we have the
following fusion rule
(5.15) K1,3 ×f K1,3 = K1,3 ⊕ P1,5.
The staggered module P1,5 is very important because it contains the stress energy tensor and
its logarithmic partner. The resolution of the so-called c → 0 catastrophe is now well-known
(see recent formulations in e.g. [34, 49, 35]) so we will not repeat this calculation in details here.
With a similar reasoning as for the Ising model, we introduce a new field t(z) as
(5.16) t(z) = C
Φ1,5
Φ1,3,Φ1,3
β(ǫ)
h1,5
Φ1,5(z) +
β(ǫ)
〈T |T 〉T (z),
where β(ǫ) = β˜(ǫ) = − 〈T |T 〉h1,5−2 , 〈T |T 〉 = c2 and p = 3 + ǫ. The OPE of two Φ1,3 fields as c → 0
then reads
(5.17) Φ1,3(z)Φ1,3(0) ∼ 1
z2/3
[
1+
1
3β1,5
z2(T (0) log z + t(0)) + . . .
]
+ . . . ,
with β1,5 = limǫ→0 β(ǫ) = −58 .
Let us consider the OPE t(z)t(0) which should correspond to the fusion of two staggered
modules P1,5. These are given as the scaling limit of the fusion rules for the projective module
P2 over the Temperley–Lieb algebra. The TL fusion
(5.18) P2 ×f P2 = P1 ⊕ 2P2 ⊕ P3 ⊕ P4
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obtained from (4.10) allows us to state the Virasoro fusion of staggered modules
(5.19) P1,5 ×f P1,5 = P1,3 ⊕ 2P1,5 ⊕ P1,7 ⊕ P1,9,
where P1,3 = K1,3 and P1,9 = K1,9 are irreducible Virasoro modules. This fusion rule already
appeared in [16] where the Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch algorithm was used and also in [27]. It can
be also computed using the OPE approach with the definition (5.16). Indeed, using OPEs in the
non-logarithmic CFT with ǫ 6= 0 and properly16 taking the limit ǫ→ 0 yields17
(5.20)
t(z)t(0) ∼ −2β1,5 log z
z4
+
t(0) (1− 4 log z)
z2
− T (0)
(
log z + 2 log2 z + α
)
z2
+
∂t(0) (1− 4 log z)
2z
− ∂T (0)
(
log z + 2 log2 z + α
)
2z
+ · · ·+ C
Φ1,3
tt
z5/3
[
Φ1,3(0) +
1
2
z∂Φ1,3(0) +
55
14
z2∂2Φ1,3(0) + . . .
]
+ C
Φ1,9
tt z
22/3 [Φ1,9(0) + . . . ] .
The first line of this OPE is well-known, the existence of the constant α in this OPE was already
remarked in [34, 2]. Within our calculation, this constant is fixed and we find α = 253100 . This
is probably due to our precise identification of Φ1,5 as the field that will be mixed with T in
the OPEs18. What is more interesting here is that the OPE approach completely determines
the other channels in the OPE t(z)t(0), in a way that is consistent with (5.19). Note that we
dropped the terms that would contribute to the P1,7 part of the fusion for simplicity, although
they also appear in the OPE formulation. Finally, we comment on the intriguing multiplicity
2 in front of the staggered module P1,5 in (5.19). This multiplicity could be interpreted as the
existence of two different isomorphic copies of P1,5 in the theory, on the other hand, one would
like to have only one identity operator and one stress energy tensor in a reasonable CFT. Using
the OPE approach, one can see that there are two channels that contribute to P1,5 in the fusion,
that is, that generate the field t. Indeed, using (5.16), we see that the fields Φ1,5 and 1 in
the OPE t(z)t(0) are coming from three different contributions Φ1,5(z)Φ1,5(0), and T (z)Φ1,5(0),
and T (z)T (0). In terms of generic fusion, this is because the generic version of (5.19) reads
(K1,1 ⊕ K1,5) ×f (K1,1 ⊕ K1,5) = K1,3 ⊕ 2(K1,1 ⊕ K1,5) ⊕ (K1,5 ⊕ K1,7) ⊕ K1,9, where one can
already see the multiplicity 2 at this point. Therefore, we should just sum the amplitudes
corresponding to each channel for Φ1,5 and 1 and we thus do not think this multiplicity should
be interpreted as two different fields t1(z) and t2(z).
16This step involves computing the behavior of the different structure constants in the OPE Φ1,5(z)Φ1,5(0) as
ǫ→ 0 in order to cancel all the divergences. A similar analysis at the order of the correlation functions was made
in [34].
17We transformed the fields so that θ = 0 in (5.6).
18We also note in passing that we found α = 13
25
for dilute polymers, another, so-called “dual”, theory with
c = 0 (see the next paragraph).
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5.5. A remark on other theories. We finally note that although we mainly focused in this
paper on theories with central charge cp−1,p and with conformal weights lying in the first row of
the Kac table h1,1+2j , several simple extensions of our work are possible. The study of “dilute”
models (see e.g. [65, 24]) would enable us to reach conformal weights h1+2j,1 in the first column
of the Kac table. The underlying algebra would be in this case a dilute version of TLq,N .
Another option would be to consider the transformation H → −H in the Hamiltonian of the
XXZ spin chain, this corresponds to δ → −δ in the TL algebra. The scaling limit of such models
are described by the so-called (1, p) theories, with central charge c1,p. The self-contragredient
projective TL modules in this case also converge to staggered Virasoro modules in the limit,
but their subquotient structure is slightly different with respect to the (p− 1, p) theories due to
disappearance of the irreducible TL subquotients Xj, for 06 j < p/2, which were the “minimal-
models” contributions in the (p− 1, p) theories. The structure of staggered modules in the (1, p)
theories appeared in many papers [13, 30, 35], see also references therein, and we do not repeat
it here. It turns out that our results about fusion of Kac and staggered modules in these theories
agrees with those conjectured in [28, 31].
6. Conclusion
To conclude, we believe that the fusion functor studied in this paper is a very powerful tool.
Fusion in logarithmic CFTs is usually studied through the so-called Nahm–Gaberdiel–Kausch
algorithm [13] which is considerably more involved than the simple-minded lattice calculations on
a few sites that we performed throughout the examples of this paper. Moreover, if the q-Schur–
Weyl duality and the correspondence with Uqsℓ(2) tensor products may appear quite technical
to the reader, this approach provides general rigorous results for the lattice fusion thus avoiding
tentative conjectures based on calculations performed for a few examples on a small number of
sites. We also think that our paper provides the correct algebraic framework to understand and
interpret the results of [20, 26, 27] and we wish to emphasize the crucial importance of algebraic
methods to understand the connection between “lattice” associative algebras and the Virasoro
algebra.
Our result are nicely illustrated by OPE calculations performed in the corresponding LCFTs.
These logarithmic OPEs are strongly similar to lattice fusion calculations, where indecomposable
points are approached as limit of results obtained in semi-simple (generic) cases. This suggests
that this concept of limit is crucial, and could become an important tool in the near future both
on the lattice side and in the field theory. An interesting task would be to apply the construction
of intertwining operators in [66, 67] to our “moduli space” of CFTs and take the limit in a rigorous
manner.
It would be most certainly interesting to generalize these results to other boundary conditions
in order to explore other regions of the Kac table than the first row. A careful understanding of
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the connection between the boundary extensions of the TL algebra (see e.g. [22]) and Virasoro
algebra would then be required in order to proceed. Work along these lines is in progress, we
hope to report on these issues soon.
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Appendix A. Tensor products for Uqsℓ(2)
In this appendix, we recall general formulas for tensor products of different Uqsℓ(2)-modules
computed in [31]. We recall that translation between notations in this paper and the ones in [31]
is the following: Ws,r ↔ Ns,r, W∗s,r ↔ Is,r, Xs,r ↔ Xs,r, Ps,r ↔ Ps,r, and Ms,r ↔ Ms,r. We use
also the notations (4.5)-(4.8) of Sec. 4.
The base tensor products are collected in the following theorem.
A.1. Theorem. [31] The tensor product
– of two irreducible modules for s1, s2 = 1, . . . , p and r1, r2 ∈ N is
(A.1) Xs1,r1 ⊗ Xs2,r2 =
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
Xs,r ⊕
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
Ps,r
)
– of an irreducible with a projective module for s1 = 1, . . . , p, s2 = 1, . . . , p− 1 and r1, r2 ∈ N is
(A.2) Xs1,r1 ⊗ Ps2,r2 =
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
Ps,r
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=p−s1+s2+1
step=2
Ps,r,
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where we set Ps,0 = 0.
– of two contragredient Weyl modules for s1, s2 = 1, . . . , p− 1 and r1, r2 ∈ N is
(A.3) W∗s1,r1 ⊗W∗s2,r2 =
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
p−γ2⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
Ps,r1+r2+1
⊕
r1+r2⊕
r=|r1−r2+sg(s2−s1)|+1
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=p−|s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕
p−|s1−s2|−1⊕
s=|p−s1−s2|+1
step=2
W∗s,r1+r2 .
– of a contragredient Weyl module with a projective module for 16 s1, s26 p− 1 and r1, r2> 1 is
W∗s1,r1 ⊗Ps2,r2 =
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
Ps,r
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=p−s1+s2+1
step=2
Ps,r
⊕
r1+r2⊕
r=|r1−r2+1|+1
step=2
(min(p−s1+s2−1,p+s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|p−s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=p+s1−s2+1
step=2
Ps,r
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2+1⊕′
r=|r1−r2+1|
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
Ps,r,
– of two projective modules for 16 s1, s26 p− 1 and r1, r2> 1 is
(A.4) Ps1,r1 ⊗ Ps2,r2 = 2
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=2p−s1−s2+1
step=2
Ps,r
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
(min(p−s1+s2−1,p+s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|p−s1−s2|+1
step=2
Ps,r ⊕ 2
p−γ1⊕
s=min(p−s1+s2+1,
p+s1−s2+1)
Ps,r
)
⊕ 4
r1+r2+1⊕′′
r=|r1−r2|−1
step=2
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
Ps,r,
where we set Ps,0 = Ps,−1 = 0 and W∗p−s,0 ≡ Xs,1.
In the main text of this paper, we use this theorem to decompose the XXZ spin-chain Hilbert
space for any root of unity and to derive exactly TLq,N fusion rules.
Appendix B. Fusion of irreducible TL modules
While we were able to compute fusion for all standard and projective TLq,N -modules, the fu-
sion involving the irreducible modules Xj with 06 j6 p−1, except X p−1
2
= S p−1
2
, is unfortunately
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not covered by the quantum-group fusion because these modules have no quantum-group coun-
terparts. On the other hand, fusion rules for Xj with j > p − 1 can be obtained similarly using
quantum-group results and are collected in this appendix. We use here the notations (4.5)-(4.8)
of Sec. 4 and set q = eiπ/p for any integer p> 2, as usual.
B.1. Proposition.
• For 06 s1, s26 p− 1 and r1, r2 > 1, the fusion of two irreducible TLq-modules for r1 6= r2 is
(B.1) X r1p+s1−1
2
×f X r2p+s2−1
2
=
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
X (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
)
and for r1 = r2 = k > 1 the fusion is
X kp+s1−1
2
×f X kp+s2−1
2
=
min(s1+s2−1,
2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
S s−1
2
⊕
2k−1⊕
r=3
step=2
min(s1+s2−1,
2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
X (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕
2k−1⊕
r=1
step=2
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
.
• For 06 s16 p−1, 16 s26 p−1, r1 > 1 and r2> 1, the fusion of an irreducible with a projective
TLq-module is
(B.2) X r1p+s1−1
2
×f P r2p+s2−1
2
=
r1+r2−1⊕
r=|r1−r2|+1
step=2
(min(s1+s2−1,2p−s1−s2−1)⊕
s=|s1−s2|+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
⊕ 2
p−γ2⊕
s=s1+s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
)
⊕ 2
r1+r2⊕′
r=|r1−r2|
step=2
p−γ1⊕
s=p+s1−s2+1
step=2
P (r+1)p−s−1
2
,
where we additionally set P s−1
2
= 0, for 16 s6 p − 1, in the sum at the second row and the
primed sum is given in (4.6).
Appendix C. Virasoro staggered modules theory
Let V(p′, p) denote the Virasoro algebra with central charge cp′,p. We review here the the-
ory [19] of the so-called staggered modules over V(p′, p). In general, a staggered module is a
gluing (an extension) of two highest-weight modules with a non-diagonalizable action of L0.
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Using Prop. 4.6 and Cor. 4.7 from [19], the study of any staggered module can actually be re-
duced to the simpler analysis of “Verma-type” staggered modules which are gluing of two Verma
modules
(C.1) 0 −→ Vhl −→ Pˇ(hl, hr) −→ Vhr −→ 0,
where Vh denotes the Verma module generated from the highest-weight vector with conformal
weight h. Let Hh be a quotient of the Verma module Vh, then any staggered module P defined
by a non-split exact sequence
0 −→ Hhl −→ P(hl, hr) −→ Hhr −→ 0,
is a quotient of the “Verma-type” staggered module Pˇ defined in (C.1) above.
In what follows, we consider the case p′ = p − 1 and describe a general strategy to fully
determine the action of the Virasoro generators on the staggered modules P1,2j+1 from (5.1). In
order to get the staggered module P1,2j+1, consider first a Verma-type staggered module with
the subquotient structure
(C.2)
Pˇj :
{ℓ1}•
{0}• {ℓ2}•
{ℓ1+2j+1}×
{2(j+tp)−4(j|p)−1}
× . . . . . .
{ℓ1}•
. . .
. . .
where we set j|p ≡ jmod p and numbers in braces show the relative level with respect to the
field with lowest conformal dimension denoted by {0}, filled dots ‘•’ denote preimages of the
corresponding subquotients in P1,2j+1 while the crosses × denote the singular vectors that we
need to set to zero in order to get the module P1,2j+1
19. We note that arrows in down-right
direction correspond to action of negative Virasoro generators while arrows in down-left direction
correspond to action of Ln’s with positive n. For the case p = 1, we should replace the “braid”-
type Verma modules in (C.2) by the “chain”-type Verma modules corresponding to diagrams like
19To be more explicit, the crosses represent eigenvectors of L0 that should be annihilated by positive Virasoro
modes L>0.
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• → • → × → . . . . Here, we also introduce the relative conformal dimensions ℓi = ℓi(j):
(C.3) ℓ1(j) ≡ h1,2j+1 − h1,2(j+tp)−4(jmod p)−1
=
(
1 + 2(jmod p)− tp)(2j(p− 1) + p((p− 1)t− 1)− 2(p− 1)(jmod p))
p
and
(C.4) ℓ2(j) ≡ h1,2(j+p+tp)−4(jmod p)−1 − h1,2(j+tp)−4(jmod p)−1
= 1 + 2(p − 1)(j − 2(jmod p))− p(3 + 2t) + p2(1 + 2t).
where we recall that the function t ≡ t(j) was defined in (3.17).
Using Thm. 6.14 from [19], we see that there exists a one-parameter family of non-isomorphic
staggered modules Pˇj with the subquotient structure given by (C.2). This parameter is called
the logarithmic coupling or the β-invariant βhr of the module Pˇ(hl, hr) and was introduced
in Sec. 5.1. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the module P1,2j+1 is
described in Prop. 7.2 of [19]: the vector {ℓ1 + 2j + 1} denoted by × should be a singular vector,
i.e. the arrow representing an action of positive modes L>0 in the diagram in (C.2) should
actually be absent. Except for the case p = 1, this happens only for a particular value of the
β-invariant that is a solution of the system of linear equations produced by the condition
(C.5) L1{ℓ1 + 2j + 1} = L2{ℓ1 + 2j + 1} = 0.
Using an appropriate ansatz for the singular vector {ℓ1 + 2j + 1}, one can solve the system (C.5)
to obtain the value of β, and to fix the full action of the Virasoro generators on the module P1,2j+1
(and in particular the action of positive Virasoro modes on the top vector {ℓ1}). We refer the
interested reader to the very complete reference [19] for more details.
Appendix D. Formulas for the indecomposability parameters β1,1+2j and β˜1,1+2j
We have shown in Sec. 5.3 that the appearance of logarithmic OPEs in the (extended) Ising
model could be understood by taking a limit ǫ→ 0 (with p = 4+ ǫ and cp−1,p = 1− 6/p(p− 1)).
In particular, we found a field ψ2 with logarithmic two-point function, mixed at c =
1
2 with a
descendant ϕ2 = (L−2 − 34L2−1)ρ2 of the primary field ρ2 = Φ1,3 with conformal weight h1,3.
The two-point functions of these fields are characterized by a unique parameter β˜1,5, that can
be computed through the formula
(D.1) β˜1,5 ≡ lim
z→∞ z
5〈ψ2(z)ϕ2(0)〉 = − lim
ǫ→0
Nϕ2(ǫ)
h1,5 − h1,3 − 2 .
In this equation, Nϕ2(ǫ) is defined as the coefficient that appears in the two-point function
〈ϕ2(z)ϕ2(0)〉 = Nϕ2(ǫ)z−2(h1,3+2), where ϕ2 = (L−2 − 34L2−1)ρ2. The calculation Nϕ2(ǫ) is
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straightforward using standard CFT tools, we first write
(D.2) 〈ϕ2(z)ϕ2(w)〉 =
∮
z
dξ
2πi
1
ξ − z 〈T (ξ)ρ2(z)ϕ2(w)〉 −
3
4
∂2z 〈ρ2(z)ϕ2(w)〉.
The correlation function 〈ρ2(z)ϕ2(w)〉 = 〈Φ1,3(z)(L−2 − 34L2−1)Φ1,3(w)〉 between the primary
field ρ2 with its descendant ϕ2 can be easily computed using the standard differential operator
expressions for the Virasoro generators. On the other hand, the contour integral can be deformed
in the usual way and computed using the OPE
(D.3) T (ξ)ϕ2(w) ∼ c− h1,3
2(ξ − w)4 ρ2(w) +
3/2− 3h1,3
(ξ − w)3 ∂ρ2(w) +
h1,3 + 2
(ξ − w)2ϕ2(w) +
1
(ξ − w)∂ϕ2(w).
As expected, the correlation function 〈ϕ2(z)ϕ2(w)〉 can then be expressed with the use of a
differential operator acting on 〈ρ2(z)ρ2(w)〉 = (z − w)−2h1,3 . We find that 〈ϕ2(z)ϕ2(w)〉 =
Nϕ2(ǫ)(z − w)−2(h1,3+2), with
(D.4) Nϕ2(ǫ) =
1
4
(2c+ h1,3(7 + 9h1,3(4h1,3(1 + h1,3)− 5))) .
This yields Nϕ2(ǫ) =
35
96ǫ+O(ǫ2), so that β˜1,5 = −3524 .
Note that the “algebraic” indecomposability parameter characterizing the corresponding stag-
gered module, defined as β1,5 = 〈ϕ2|ψ2〉 can also be recovered by replacing Nϕ2(ǫ) by 〈ϕ2|ϕ2〉 in
the expression of β˜(ǫ) [35]. To see this, we use the definition (5.5) along with (5.12) to compute
(D.5) (L2 − 34L
2
1)ψ2 =
β˜1,5(ǫ)
Nϕ2(ǫ)
(L2 − 34L
2
1)ϕ2 = β1,5(ǫ)ρ2,
where in the limit ǫ→ 0
(D.6) β1,5 ≡ 〈ϕ2|ψ2〉 = lim
ǫ→0
β1,5(ǫ) = − lim
ǫ→0
〈ϕ2|ϕ2〉
h1,5 − h1,3 − 2 .
In our case, we find 〈ϕ2|ϕ2〉 =
〈
ρ2|(L2 − 34L21)(L−2 − 34L2−1)|ρ2
〉
= 14 (2c + h1,3(18h1,3 − 11)).
Although 〈ϕ2|ϕ2〉 6= Nϕ2(ǫ), these two expressions coincide up to order O(ǫ2), so that in our
case we find β1,5 = β˜1,5 = −3524 . However, these two numbers have no reason to be the same in
general, it is actually quite easy to find examples where they differ. The simplest example where
this happens corresponds to the case ϕ = L−1ρ, and hρ = 0 at the logarithmic point. In this
case, we find 〈ϕ|ϕ〉 = 2hρ and Nϕ = −2hρ(1 + hρ) = −2hρ +O(h2ρ), so that β = −β˜ here. This
result was obtained using a different method in [17].
Let us summarize what we have achieved here. There are two different steps in our OPE
calculation: the first one is to properly identify the field (5.12) that will become a logarithmic
field in the limit ǫ → 0, this field is found by imposing the cancellation of divergent terms in
OPEs. The second step is then to use the explicit expression (5.12) to compute various quantities,
be it β1,5 or β˜1,5. The coefficient β˜1,5 is obtained through the computation of two-point functions,
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this leads to the formula (D.1). Meanwhile, one can also use the definition of β1,5 from (5.5) to
obtain the different expression (D.6).
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